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Chapter 1
Introduction
The global financial crisis of 2007-09 was the most severe crisis since the Great Depression of the 1930s. It was preceded by the collapse of the U.S. housing markets,
which directly aﬀected highly leveraged financial institutions. The eﬀects of the crisis
eventually spread to other economies and proved to be so severe that major financial
institutions would have failed in the absence of substantial government intervention.
Reinhart and Rogoﬀ (2008) analyze a long historical database on financial crises and
find some common patterns of the latest and previous crises. The recent crisis was
preceded by a bubble in the housing market that was followed by profound declines in
asset prices, output and employment.
The housing expansion of the early 2000s in the U.S., which is considered one of
the main causes of the crisis, is explained by a number of factors such as a prolonged
period of low interest rates, availability of credit, and financial innovations and deregulations that weakened credit standards in housing lending. The reversal of the housing
prices aﬀected financial institutions that were exposed directly or indirectly to the U.S.
housing market. In addition, large write-downs on mortgage related assets and growing bank losses had a negative eﬀect on the confidence of investors and creditors in
financial markets. Eventually, many funding mechanisms used by banks experienced
disruptions, with borrowing rates reaching record highs and some funding markets
freezing completely (Yorulmazer, 2014).
The bankruptcy of Lehman Brothers on September 15, 2008, was the pinnacle of
the crisis, spreading uncertainty about the solvency of U.S. and other global financial
institutions. The fear of contagion among financial institutions led governments of
several countries to provide large financial support to distressed banks and to extend
insurance to liabilities other than banks’ retail deposits (Allen et al., 2015). One
example was the blanket guarantee provided by the U.S. government to all investors
1
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
in order to stop the run on Money Market Funds (MMFs), which were an important
provider of short-term funding to financial institutions.
This thesis presents three empirical studies that are broadly connected to financial
crises and the stability of the financial system. We apply diﬀerent methodological approaches and use diverse data sets to investigate some vulnerabilities of the financial
system that have become apparent during the global financial crisis, such as the interconnectedness of financial institutions, the link between credit supply and house price
growth, and the run on nonbank financial intermediaries.
Our empirical studies use Brazilian datasets to investigate the eﬀect of shocks on
financial intermediaries and on the housing market. Considering that most studies
focus on developed countries such as the U.S., we aim to fill this gap and to provide
new insights using data from a middle income country with a less sophisticated, but
highly regulated financial system.
In Chapter 2, “Dynamic interbank network analysis using latent space models”, we
present a model to handle dynamic network data based on the latent space approach.
The dynamic network data consist of a set of banks (nodes) and a set of links which
represent the existence of lending or borrowing operations between banks observed over
one year. The latent space refers to a space of unobserved characteristics of banks that
aﬀect link formation. The model assumes that each node has a position in this latent
space and the closer two nodes are, the more likely they will form a link. The positions
of banks in the latent space and other parameters of the model are estimated within a
Bayesian framework.
We apply this methodology to analyze two diﬀerent datasets: the unsecured interbank network and the repo (secured) interbank network of Brazilian financial institutions. In the model we include variables that measure characteristics of the banks to
investigate how they aﬀect the probability of a lending connection between banks. We
also compare the goodness-of-fit of the latent space model and the model without such
structure. Our main results show that the model which incorporates observed bank’s
characteristics and a latent space is able to capture some features of the network data
such as transitivity. We show that the inclusion of a latent space is essential to account
for dependencies that exist among banks. Furthermore, the distribution of network
statistics for the model with a latent space is much closer to the observed values than
the model without a latent space. On the other hand, the model in which the probability of forming a tie depends only on the observed characteristics of banks has a poor
fit.
In Chapter 3, “The eﬀect of bank credit supply on house prices: Evidence from
Brazil”, we estimate the eﬀect of changes in credit supply on house prices at diﬀerent
2
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municipalities in Brazil. To deal with the endogeneity problem, we develop a novel
identification strategy in which changes in savings deposits at the parent banks are
used as an instrument for changes in credit supply at the local level. First, the results
of the first stage regressions show that changes in savings deposits have a significant
positive eﬀect on credit supply at municipalities where banks have branches. We base
our results on a sample of 409 municipalities that account for more than 80% of the bank
branches’ total assets. These results hold even if we control for several municipality
characteristics and locality and quarter fixed eﬀects.
In a second step of the analysis, we investigate the eﬀect of the increase in credit
supply on house price growth. We show that the increase in supply of credit has a
significant impact on house prices. A one percent increase in loan origination growth
leads to a 0.17 percent increase in the growth rate of house prices. When we estimate
the eﬀect of credit supply on loan terms such as interest rate and loan maturity, we find
that a one percent increase in the growth rate of credit supply results in 0.28 percentage
point (p.p.) decrease in the mean spread between loan interest rates and the benchmark
rate. We do not find a significant impact of credit supply on loan maturities, which may
be explained by a prudential limit on the maximum amortization period for loans that
are underwritten. Finally, using the minimum loan loss provisions that banks make at
the moment of loan origination, we investigate whether the expansion of credit supply
has led to a relaxation of lending standards. We show that an increase in credit supply
is associated with an increase in provisions for loan losses due to an expansion of lending
to riskier borrowers. Taken together, our results show the dependence of the supply of
housing credit on savings deposits and its influence on house prices, risk taking and on
the cost of credit.
In Chapter 4, “Investors’ behavior and mutual fund portfolio allocations during the
financial crisis in Brazil”, I study the run on some mutual funds during the financial
crisis in Brazil. Following the default of Lehman Brothers on September 2008, small
banks that had relied on wholesale funding were severely impacted by the increased
risk aversion of institutional investors. They experienced a considerable outflow of term
deposits while large banks that were perceived to be “too big to fail” increased their
deposit balances. I investigate whether the run on some funds can be explained by their
holdings of deposits of banks aﬀected by the financial crisis. Then, I study how mutual
funds exposed to small banks changed their portfolio after the shock and whether the
extended guarantee to new wholesale term deposits has altered the portfolio allocations
of funds.
I start the analysis by studying the drivers of fund flows. Consistent with previous
studies, I find that fund inflows are positively related to recent past performance.
3
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I show that past performance predicts inflows in funds for retail investors, but the
results are not significant for professional investors. I further analyze the eﬀect of large
outflows on fund performance. I find that outflows of more than 10% of the total net
assets (TNA) aﬀected the returns of the funds in the following month. This eﬀect is
significant for equity funds and to a lesser degree for fixed income funds.
To examine the eﬀect of the small banks’ distress on mutual funds, I concentrate
on the crisis period that starts with the default of Lehman Brothers and ends with the
introduction of term deposits with an extended guarantee to institutional investors. I
find that funds exposed to certificates of deposit and securities issued by these banks
experienced larger outflows. To examine the extent to which fund returns were aﬀected
by their asset holdings, I compare the returns of funds with diﬀerent exposures to small
banks. I find that one p.p. increase in the fund exposure to small banks as the share
of fund’s total net assets leads to reduction in fund’s excess return over benchmark by
almost 0.60 p.p., which is economically significant. Finally, I study how fund portfolios
changed after Lehman’s default and increase of the deposit coverage limit. I find
evidence that banks first reduced their holdings of certificates of deposit of small banks
and then increased their exposure to those banks after the deposit guarantee extension.
My findings suggest that as the banking system and the mutual funds become more
interconnected, fund’s asset holdings may become a key channel of shock transmission.

4
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Chapter 2
Dynamic interbank network
analysis using latent space models∗
2.1

Introduction

There has been a growing interest in the study of networks in economics over the last
years. Specifically in finance the accelerated loss of confidence in financial markets
following the failure of Lehman Brothers in 2008 has shown the importance of understanding the network of linkages between financial institutions. The lack of knowledge
of counterparty exposures and how the contagion would spread throughout the system
during the crisis have led policy makers to adopt a large set of financial reforms to
address these and other vulnerabilities, both at the international and domestic levels
(Claessens and Kodres, 2014).
Since financial institutions are highly interconnected, network theory provides a
useful framework for the analysis of the financial system. Interconnections may be
directed due to banks’ claims on each other or may arise indirectly when banks hold
similar portfolios or share a common pool of investors or depositors. The role of these
interconnections in the propagation of shocks in financial networks has been analyzed
by a growing literature. Allen and Gale (2000) and Freixas et al. (2000) have shown
how contagion depends on the structure of the interbank network. More recently, Acemoglu et al. (2015) showed that for a small shock hitting the system a more connected
financial network enhances financial stability. On the other hand, a less connected financial network is preferable in the case of a large shock since interconnections serve as
a mechanism for shock propagation. Many other theoretical or simulation-based works
∗

This chapter is co-authored with Cees Diks and Marco van der Leij from the University of Amsterdam and Iuri Lazier from the Central Bank of Brazil.
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CHAPTER 2. DYNAMIC INTERBANK NETWORK ANALYSIS
have studied the relevance of the various possible channels of contagion in the propagation of shocks and the implications for financial stability1 . The work in this area
usually corroborates the “robust-yet-fragile” tendency of financial systems described
by Gai and Kapadia (2010), in which the probability of contagion may be low but,
when problems occur, the eﬀects can be widespread
The statistical challenge in analyzing network data is to describe the potential
dependence among nodes. For instance, in social network data the probability of a tie
between two individuals increases as the characteristics of them become more similar
(homophily). Equally important is the heterogeneity at the individual level, reflected
in diﬀerences in observed characteristics, which plays an important role in the creation
of new links. In addition, a main concern is the unobserved factors that aﬀect the
likelihood of forming a link and may bias the results (see, e.g., Fafchamps et al., 2010).
In this chapter, we present a model to handle dynamic network data with directed
binary edges based on the latent space approach2 . The model was originally introduced
by Hoﬀ et al. (2002) for static networks and later extended by Krivitsky et al. (2009) to
account for clustering and homophily which is often observed in network data. After
that, Sarkar and Moore (2005), Durante and Dunson (2014) and Sewell and Chen
(2015) proposed latent space models for dynamic networks.
In this model, the latent space refers to a low dimensional Euclidean space of
unobserved characteristics that aﬀect link formation. The model assumes that the
presence of a link between two banks is independent of all other links in the system,
given the unobserved positions in the latent space and observed characteristics of the
nodes. Each node has a position in this space and the closer two nodes are, the
more likely they will form a link. Although the interdependence between dyads is
not explicitly parameterized, in the latent space model they are represented by latent
variables. For this reason, the model can account for higher-order dependencies, such
as reciprocity and transitivity, which are usually present in network data. So, the
observation of ties i → j and j → k suggests that the nodes i, j and k are not too
far apart making the existence of ties j → i (reciprocity) and i → k (transitivity)
more probable. Estimation of the latent positions and the parameters of the model is
done within a Bayesian framework, which is particularly suitable for the analysis of
the model.
1
See Hüser (2015) and Glasserman and Young (2016) for recent reviews of the extensive literature
on channels of contagion in financial networks.
2
The “latent space” has been used in economics to account for unobserved homophily that might
aﬀect the formation and behavior of social networks (Goldsmith-Pinkham and Imbens, 2013 and
Graham, 2014). Iijima and Kamada (2017) develop a network formation model in which the benefit
and the cost of link formation depend on the social distance between agents.

6
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2.1. Introduction
The aim of the work is to use the dynamic latent space approach of Sewell and
Chen (2015) to model monthly networks of directed interbank linkages. The latent
space model has been mostly used for modeling social networks but it has not been
applied to the study of financial networks so far. Although financial exposures are
naturally represented by a weighted network, the choice of using a directed network
representation is motivated by our aim to evaluate the ability of the model to characterize the basic structure of the network, which is the presence or absence of a link.
In this dynamic model each node has a temporal trajectory in the latent space.
Hence, we expect to have a better understanding of how the network evolves over
time and the behavior of individual banks instead of conducting separate analyses for
each network or averaging graph statistics. We extend the model to include in the
observation equation covariates that measures characteristics of the pair of banks and
we are able to investigate how these pair-specific measures as size, liquidity, etc., aﬀect
the probability of forming a lending connection.
The motivation for using a dynamic network model is that papers usually consider
the network structure of banks’ exposures as fixed. They do not consider strategic
actions that other banks may take to reduce the exposure to a bank in distress or
liquidity hoarding in moments of increased uncertainty about the health of the financial
system. For example, Afonso et al. (2011) examine the impact of the financial crisis of
2008 on the U.S. interbank market and show how banks have become more restrictive
in their lending operations after the Lehman Brothers’ bankruptcy. Squartini et al.
(2013) show the changes in the topology of the Dutch interbank network over the period
1998–2008. Despite the importance of contributions, a limited number of empirical
papers explore the dynamics of financial networks. Most of them measure certain graph
statistics over time instead of modeling the network dynamics in order to understand
the changes in the network topology (Giraitis et al., 2016)3 . The reason for this is the
greater complexity in modeling dynamic network data given the dependence structures
of networks observed over discrete time intervals. Further motivation to use a dynamic
network model is that currently central bank authorities collect a huge amount of
data on bilateral exposures of financial institutions or they are able to derive them
from payment system records4 . Using the increasing availability of longitudinal data
researchers can model how the network evolves over time to make inference on its
dependence structure.
3
For instance, Craig and von Peter (2014) track the number and composition of banks in the core
and periphery on a quarterly basis as evidence of tiering in the German banking system. They use
the block modeling approach.
4
The algorithms to extract the information from large value payment systems are usually based
on the work of Furfine (1999) and later refinements.

7
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CHAPTER 2. DYNAMIC INTERBANK NETWORK ANALYSIS
We apply this methodology to analyze two diﬀerent datasets: the unsecured and the
secured interbank lending networks of Brazilian banks. We analyze these two networks
separately since banks face distinct risks when lending in these markets. In unsecured
lending loans are not collateralised so lenders are directly exposed to losses in the case of
borrowers default. In secured lending, which in our case is represented by repurchase
agreements (repo) collateralized with government bonds, the loss is limited by the
collateral value. In the former, counterparty risk plays a key role (see, e.g., Afonso
et al., 2011) while in the latter the quality of collateral is an issue in moments of distress
(see, e.g., Krishnamurthy et al., 2014). Despite the diﬀerences in risk assessment, we
show that graph statistics of the two networks are quite similar.
We estimate the model with the latent space but an important question is whether
it improves the model’s goodness-of-fit. The latent space is expected to account for
the unobserved bank attributes that aﬀect the link formation and improve the model’s
fit. Hence, we run a model in which the probability of a tie depends only on observed
covariates xijt and a second one in which the latent space is included. The former
model is simply a logistic regression model in which directed ties are the dependent
variables. We assess the in-sample and the out-of-sample link predictions of the two
models. In addition, we evaluate the adequacy of them by comparing some selected
graph statistics calculated for the observed data with their distributions obtained from
a large number of networks simulated according to the fitted model (see, e.g., Hunter
et al., 2008; Durante et al., 2017). If the simulated network does not resemble the
observed network for a particular statistic, it is an indication of the model’s lack of
fit. We use this procedure to assess the model’s fit considering a set of graph statistics
which are believed to represent important structural properties of interbank networks
such as degree distribution, reciprocity and assortativity.
Our main results show that the model which incorporates observed bank’s characteristics and a latent space to account for the unobserved ones is able to capture
some features of the dyadic data such as transitivity. We show that the inclusion of a
low-dimensional latent space is essential to account for dependencies that exist among
nodes. Further, the distribution of graph statistics for the simulated networks based
on the model with a latent space are much closer to the observed values when compared to the model without a latent space. On the other hand, the model in which the
probability of forming a tie depends only on observed characteristics of banks has a
poor fit. Link predictions are much worse and the distribution of most network statistics for the simulated networks are far from the observed values. Therefore, models
that do not incorporate dependencies in the analysis of network data will suﬀer from
misspecification, which may lead to invalid conclusions.
8
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Lastly, the latent space approach is related to other statistical models for the analysis of network data. The methodology for dynamic network analysis is less developed
since most of the models are for modeling static networks5 . However, given the importance of the subject, statistical models for the analysis of longitudinal network data are
emerging. Examples of dynamic network models are the stochastic actor-based model
(Snijders and Steglich, 2015) and the extension of the Exponential Random Graph
Model (ERGM) for modeling dynamic networks (Hanneke et al., 2010). The former
assumes that the objective function depends on preferences for certain types of social
structures, such as reciprocated dyads or transitive triads, while the latter depends
on counts of specific network structures such as edges, triangles, k-stars, etc. Other
methodology related to the latent space approach is the mixed membership stochastic
block model (Xing et al., 2010) which allows each node to belong to multiple blocks
with fractional membership. In general, the models assume a continuous or a discrete
Markov process to represent the network dynamics. However, the first two modeling approaches assume a homogeneous representation of the network behavior, while
the last ones allow for nodal heterogeneity in model parameters. Finally, a diﬀerent
approach combines agent-based modeling and the literature on strategic network formation to gain some economic intuition on the network formation process. The utility
functions of the banks are defined at the start and network formation follows a game
theoretical approach (see e.g. Blasques et al., 2015).
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.2 describes the latent space
model for dynamic networks. Section 2.3 provides an explanation of the Bayesian estimation of model parameters. Section 2.4 describes the data on unsecured interbank
exposures, repo transactions and bank variables. In Section 2.5 we analyze the two
dynamic networks and report the main results and in Section 2.6 we discuss the importance of the latent space. Finally, Section 2.7 concludes.

2.2

The model

In this section we describe the dynamic latent space approach of Sewell and Chen
(2015) for modeling the interbank network. The borrowing and lending relationships
of the interbank market can be represented by a graph Gt = (N , Et ) where N is the set
of all nodes and Et is the set of edges at time t ∈ T = {1, 2, ..., T }. The number of nodes
which represent financial institutions is n = |N |. It will be assumed that Et consists of
5
Some models are intended for static networks but the processes for link creation or modification
are dynamic. Examples are the Erdos-Renyi random graphs, preferential attachment and small-world
models. See Goldenberg et al. (2009) for a survey of static and dynamic network models.
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directed edges representing whether or not a lending or a borrowing relationship exists
between two banks at time t.
Each node i has an unobserved position in a p-dimensional Euclidean latent space
Rp . Let zit represent the p-dimensional vector of the ith node’s latent position at time
t and Zt is the n × p matrix whose ith row is zit . The n × n square matrix Yt = {yijt }
is the adjacency matrix of the directed network observed at time t where yijt = 1 if
bank i has a credit exposure to bank j at time t and 0 otherwise. There are also a
vector xijt and a n × n × d array Xt of observed characteristics of the dyads.
It is assumed that the latent node positions follow a Markov process. It is also
assumed that the observed graph at time t is conditionally independent of all other
graphs, given the latent positions and dyadic-level covariate information at time t.
These assumptions lead to the representation of the temporal series of graphs as a
state space model given in terms of densities by:
(2.1)

Yt ∼ f (Yt |Zt , Xt , β)

(2.2)

Zt ∼ g (Zt |Zt−1 , ψ)

for t = 1, 2, . . . , T , where ψ and β are sets of model parameters. Equation (2.1) is the
observation equation that relates the observed graphs Yt to the latent state variable
Zt representing the positions of nodes in a low dimensional Euclidean space. Equation
(2.2) is the state transition equation that governs the time evolution of the unobserved
latent state. A graphical representation of the dependencies between diﬀerent states
and observations is shown in Figure (2.1).
Xing et al. (2010) and Sewell and Chen (2015) assume that the evolution of the
latent node positions follows a random walk. They show that even this simple model
provides a better representation of the data than a static model that ignores time
dependence between networks. Therefore, the initial distribution of the latent node
positions and transition equation for t = 2, 3, ..., T , are given by
(2.3)

(2.4)
10
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π(Z1 |ψ) =

n
�

MVNp (zi1 |0, τ 2 Ip )

π(Zt |Zt−1 , ψ) =

n
�

MVNp (zit |zi(t−1) , σ 2 Ip ),

i=1

i=1

2.2. The model

Figure 2.1: Graphical representation the Markovian dependencies between states Zt and
observations Yt .

where Ip is the p × p identity matrix, MVNp (z|µ, Σ) denotes the p-dimensional multivariate normal probability density function with mean µ and covariance matrix Σ
evaluated at z.
The logistic regression model is a convenient parameterization for the link probability (Hoﬀ et al., 2002). These authors take a conditional independence approach
to modeling by assuming that the probability of a link between two nodes is conditionally independent of all other links, given the latent positions and the observed
characteristics of the dyad,
(2.5)

P(yijt = 1|zit , zjt , xijt , β) =

exp(yijt ηijt )
.
1 + exp(ηijt )

In general, the logit6 of the link probability in latent space models is written as a
linear function of covariates and a function of the distance of latent positions. Using
the original parameterization of Hoﬀ et al. (2002) for the dynamic network case, we
have’
(2.6)

�

ηijt = logit(P(yijt = 1|·)) = β0 + β xijt − dijt ,

where the constant controls the overall density of the network, β is a vector of unknown
parameters, xijt is a d -length vector of dyad specific covariates and dijt =� zit − zjt �
6

logit(p) = log(p/(1-p)).
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is the Euclidean distance between nodes i and j within the latent space at time t. Hoﬀ
et al. (2002) call this formulation the distance model.
The distance model (Equation 2.6) has a simple interpretation. The likelihood of
a tie between i and j is a function of banks’ observed and unobserved characteristics
that might aﬀect network formation. Examples of observed bank characteristics can be
asset size, deposits or available liquidity. Unobserved latent characteristics can be, for
example, private information about counterparty risk or the existence of a relationship
between two banks in other markets which aﬀects the probability of a link in the
observed network. In this setting, the latent space can be interpreted as a characteristic
space where banks that are closer together have a higher probability of forming lending
or borrowing relationships. Banks’ positions in this space can help identify groups of
banks that are similar to each other in terms of lending and borrowing behavior, after
controlling for the explanatory variables.
In Equation (2.6) we included only observed variables of the pair of banks and
their positions in latent space to account for the unobserved characteristics that aﬀect
link formation. As we show in Sections 2.4 and 2.5 the links between banks are quite
stable over the period of analysis, and macroeconomic variables such as GDP growth do
not seem to aﬀect the link formation process. One explanation could be the diﬀerent
frequency of observation of the variables. The networks are based on monthly data
that are end-of-month exposures or aggregation of daily data; to capture the eﬀect of
low frequency data on the formation of links we may need to analyze longer periods.
Finally, the likelihood of the conditional independence model is
(2.7)

2.3

P(Y1:T |Z1:T , X1:T , β) =

T �
�
t=1 i�=j

P(yijt |zit , zjt , xijt , β) =

T �
�
exp(yijt ηijt )
.
1
+ exp(ηijt )
t=1 i�=j

Estimation

A Bayesian approach is used to obtain estimates of the latent space positions and of
the unknown parameters simultaneously. The posterior distribution
(2.8)

π (Z1:T , ψ, β|Y1:T , X1:T ) ,

where ψ = (τ 2 , σ 2 ), is sampled using the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm within Gibbs
sampling (Geweke and Tanizaki, 2001).
One problem of the model is that the likelihood is a function of the latent positions
only through their distances. However, the distance is invariant under reflection, ro12
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tation and translation of the latent positions and, consequently, for each n × p matrix
of latent positions Zt there is an infinite number of other positions given the same
log-likelihood, i.e., log P(Yt |Zt , ...) = log P(Yt |Z∗t , ...) for any Z∗t that is equivalent to
Zt under the operations of reflection, rotation and translation.
To resolve the problem of the non-uniqueness of the estimates, Hoﬀ et al. (2002)
perform a Procrustean transformation on Zt . The goal is to transform a given matrix
to be as close as possible to the target matrix by a combination of reflection, rotation
and translation7 . First, we choose the initial latent positions to be the (nd) × T
target matrix Z0 . Then, after each iteration of the MCMC algorithm the coordinates
� = (Z� , ..., Z� )� are transformed to be as close as possible to the corresponding
of Z
1
T
coordinates of Z0 . The transformation does not change the distances nor the likelihood
� and makes MCMC iterations comparable.
but it approximately fixes the location of Z
We use standard prior distributions and the values of the prior hyperparameters are set to make the priors weakly informative. The prior distributions for the
parameters are set as follows: τ 2 ∼ IG(ντ /2, ντ ξτ2 /2), σ 2 ∼ IG(νσ /2, νσ ξσ2 /2) and
β ∼ MVN(µβ , Σβ ), where “IG” and “MVN” denote the inverse gamma and the multivariate normal distributions, respectively. The inverse gamma distribution was chosen
as it is a conjugate prior for the unknown parameters τ 2 and σ 2 .
�
�
The values of prior hyperparameters ντ , ξτ2 , νσ , ξσ2 , µβ , Σβ are set based on the
suggestions of Sewell and Chen (2015). In general, we use relatively diﬀuse prior
distributions. The shape and scale parameters for τ 2 were set to low values in order to
have a weakly informative prior. The same procedure was used for σ 2 . In addition, the
value of ξτ2 was set to be equal to the initial estimate of τ 2 (Equation 2.18). The prior
for β has zero mean and large variance. Nonetheless, we found that the estimation is
robust to changes in the values of prior hyperparameters and the convergence of the
parameters is not aﬀect.

2.3.1

Posterior sampling and the MCMC algorithm

We implement a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithm to sample from the
posterior to obtain estimates of the latent positions and other unknown parameters
of the model8 . The model parameters τ 2 and σ 2 are sampled directly from their full
conditional distributions using the Gibbs sampler while conditional distributions which
7

� using Z0 as the target matrix solves the problem:
Formally, the Procrustean transformation of Z
� �
�
argminT Z
� tr(Z0 − T Z) (Z0 − T Z),

where T is a set of reflections, rotations and translations.
8
The algorithm is based on the R codes of Sewell and Chen (2015).
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do not have closed forms are sampled using a standard Metropolis-Hastings (MH) algorithm. The conditional distributions used in the MH steps are given in Appendix 2.A.1
where we derive in detail the conditional distribution of Zt as well as the conditional
distributions of the latent position zit and parameters (τ 2 , σ 2 , β).
In order to reduce the time for the Markov chain to get to stationarity, we seek reasonable estimates for the initial values of the latent positions Z1:T and the parameters
τ 2 , σ 2 , and β. The procedure to obtain the starting values is detailed in Appendix
2.A.2.
Given the starting values of Z1:T , τ 2 , σ 2 and β and current values at scan s of the
Markov chain, the MH algorithm generates a new set of parameter values as follows:
(s+1)

1. For t = 1, ..., T and for i = 1, ..., n, sample zit
random walk proposal distribution.

using a MH step with a normal

2. Sample β (s+1) using a MH step with a multivariate normal random walk proposal
distribution.
3. Sample τ 2(s+1) from its full conditional distribution.
4. Sample σ 2(s+1) from its full conditional distribution.
Finally, the variance of the proposal distributions are tuned automatically to achieve
acceptance rates of 35% based on the algorithm proposed by Haario et al. (2005).

2.4

Data

The Central Bank of Brazil collects and processes data of exposures between financial
institutions from diﬀerent sources as credit register, securities custody and settlement
systems and central counterparties of derivatives. The dataset built by the central
bank includes exposures of banks, credit unions, securities dealers and other financial
institutions.
We restrict our analyses to exposures between approximately 135 banking institutions, from a total universe of over 1,500 banking and non-banking financial institutions.
This sample does not lose relevance, since non-banking financial institutions account
for only 2.7% of the financial system’s total assets, as of December 2014. Among more
than one hundred domestic and foreign banks, six large institutions account for 78.4%
of the financial system’s total assets. As a consequence of banking concentration, interfinancial assets of banks account for 98.0% of the interfinancial asset of the financial
14
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system. It is worth noting that exposures are measured on a consolidated basis thus
the term bank refers indistinctly to an individual bank or to a banking group.
In our study we analyze the networks of unsecured interbank exposures and repo
transactions from July 2012 to June 2013 (12 months). The unsecured interbank data
are available on a monthly basis and consist of short and long-term exposures between
banks. Exposures are measured as end-of-month gross values. There is no netting
between exposures of banks i and j. These exposures arise mainly from interbank
deposits, credit, loan purchase agreements and interbank onlending9 . A smaller fraction
of exposures are due to certificates of deposit, OTC derivatives such as swaps, and
holdings of securities issued by other financial institutions.
The data on repurchase agreements (repo) with government bonds as collateral is
from Selic, the system for settlement and custody of government bonds managed by the
Central Bank of Brazil. Excluding transactions with the central bank, overnight repos
account for almost all operations between financial institutions. There is no netting
between exposures of banks i and j or between the amount lent and the collateral value.
Data are available on a daily basis but we have chosen to analyze monthly aggregated
networks. To do so, for each month we summed the daily exposures of each pair of
banks. The data aggregation is necessary since the MCMC algorithm cannot handle
daily network data due to the computational burden associated with the estimation of
many parameters. Besides, aggregated networks are expected to provide a better view
of the interbank market structures as the randomness of daily networks may result in
misleading inferences (Finger et al., 2013).

2.4.1

The topology of the Brazilian interbank networks

Some characteristics of the Brazilian interbank network are analyzed in other works
(e.g. Cajueiro and Tabak, 2008; Cont et al., 2013; Tabak et al., 2014; Silva et al.,
2015). The papers diﬀer in the financial instruments used to build the networks and
the sample time span. Even so, they have found that the Brazilian interbank networks
are quite similar to networks for other countries. For instance, the networks are sparse
and show a core periphery structure while the degree distribution seems to follow a
power law.
Table 2.1 presents the evolution of some network statistics of the unsecured and the
repo interbank networks. In Appendix 2.A.3 we provide an explanation of the network
statistics used in the table. Our sample is from July 2012 to June 2013 but since the
variation between months is low, we present the results for only six diﬀerent months.
9

Onlending exposures arise when banks lend money borrowed from other banks.
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5
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4

2.07
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5
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4
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Table 2.1: Summary of graph statistics for the unsecured and the repo interbank networks.
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The in-degree of a node i is the number of edges terminating at it and out-degree
is the number of edges originating in node i. In our interbank network they represent
respectively the number of creditors and debtors of a bank. It is possible to see by the
coeﬃcient of variation (standard deviation of degree/mean degree) that the out-degree
distribution of the unsecured network is more dispersed than the in-degree distribution
while for the repo network it is the contrary. The maximum in/out-degrees of the
unsecured network are 68 and 107, respectively, and 82 and 42 for the repo network.
The density of a network is the ratio of the number of existing edges to the number
of possible edges. Both networks are sparse as the mean density is 0.10 or lower.
Transitivity or clustering coeﬃcient is the probability that adjacent nodes of a node
are also connected. Reciprocity is the proportion of the total number of reciprocated
edges to the total number of edges. Transitivity and reciprocity are high in both
networks and almost constant.
The average path length is the average length of the shortest paths between nodes
while the diameter is the length of the longest path in a graph. It is possible to see
that the unsecured network exhibits smaller distances between nodes. Assortativity is
the correlation of degrees in adjacent nodes. The degree correlations are negative in
both networks, showing that low degree nodes have a higher tendency to be connected
to high degree nodes. Finally, it can be seen from the tables that the networks are
quite stable since network statistics show little variation over the period of analysis.

2.4.2

Banks’ observed characteristics

We select a set of covariates that may have an eﬀect on the link formation process. Some
of these covariates were used by Cocco et al. (2009), Aﬃnito (2012) and Afonso et al.
(2014) to investigate the existence of lending relationships in the interbank market. As
found by these papers, we expect that some observable characteristics of banks which
we use as similarity or dissimilarity measures on each pair of institutions will have an
eﬀect on the formation of ties.
We use monthly balance sheet information which are published by the Central Bank
of Brazil10 to construct the covariates of bank characteristics. In particular, we include
bank size defined as the natural logarithm (log) of total assets. Bank size is expected
to explain much of the connections in the data since large institutions are usually in
the core of the network acting as money center banks (Craig and von Peter, 2014).
In addition, the analysis of the data shows that large banks have more connections
10

The banks’ balance sheet are available at the central bank site https://www4.bcb.gov.br/fis/
cosif/cosif.asp
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Table 2.2: Summary statistics of covariates from July, 2012 to June, 2013.
Obs.

Mean

Size

Name

log(total assets)

Definition

1476

14.675 2.371

9.871

12.903 16.114 21.407

Credit

credit/total
assets

1476

0.374

0.281

0

0.102

0.579

0.967

1476

0.198

0.213

0

0.057

0.249

0.969

NPL

non performing 1476
loans/outstanding
loans

0.022

0.025

0

0.002

0.032

0.292

Deposits

deposits/total assets

0.326

0.230

0

0.119

0.502

0.831

Securities securities
and
derivatives/total
assets

1476

St. dev.

Min

25%

75%

Max

than smaller banks and they lend more than they borrow from other institutions. We
use credit to total assets and securities and derivatives to total assets as measures of
asset structure which reflects banks’ business models. We also include the ratio of non
performing loans (loans that are overdue for more than 90 days) to outstanding loans
and deposits to total assets. The former could be an indication of asset quality and
the latter of funding stability.

Table 2.2 presents descriptive statistics of the variables. The mean, standard deviation and minimum, maximum, 25% and 75% values were computed considering the
whole sample. The heterogeneity in banks’ characteristics is huge. For instance, the
largest bank is 100,000 times bigger than the smallest one in terms of total assets. In
the sample there are a few retail banks with a large base of depositors and many small
banks which serve mainly small business.

As a measure of similarity or dissimilarity on observed characteristics of banks i and
j, we use the absolute value of the diﬀerence between the nodal covariates xit and xjt ,
i.e., the vector of covariates xijt is a function of xijt = |xit − xjt |. Hence, this model is
symmetric, i.e., P(yijt = 1|·) = P(yjit = 1|·), and we expect that it can account for the
high reciprocity observed in the network data. We have tested other functional forms
for the dyad covariates as the diﬀerence between nodal variables or the log(xit /xjt ),
however these models do not fit the data well.
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2.5
2.5.1

Results
Unsecured network

We analyze the Brazilian unsecured interbank market from July 2012 to June 2013.
We have T = 12 time periods and n = 123 banks which accessed the market during this
period. The networks are constructed based on end-of-month gross exposures which
arise from bank i claims on bank j. Thus, we have twelve 123 × 123 binary adjacency
matrices where the edge yijt of the matrix Yt represents a exposure of bank i to bank
j at time t.
We estimate the distance model (Eq. 2.6) and initialize the latent positions and
parameters of the model as described in Appendix 2.A.2. The initial values of τ02
and σ02 were set to 0.1906 and 1, respectively. The prior hyperparameters were set to
ντ = νσ = 2, ξτ2 = τ02 , ξσ2 = 0.001 and (µβ , Σβ ) = (0, 2 · I).
One issue in the latent space approach is the selection of the dimension of the
latent variables zit . There is no automatic procedure for learning the dimension of
the latent space but we would like to have a simple graphical representation of it.
As visualization of the network is one possible motivation for using the latent space
approach to modeling networks, p is usually set to 2 but higher dimensions may be
needed to represent the network adequately. Hoﬀ (2011) uses the Deviance Information
Criterion11 (Spiegelhalter et al., 2002), which can be computed from the output of the
MCMC, to find the rank for reduced-rank decomposition of an array. Following the
same procedure, we evaluate models having dimensions of p = {2, 3, 4} and select the
optimal dimension based on the computation of the DIC.

The model with 4 dimensions achieved the minimum DIC. We examined the fit of
models having higher dimensions but the results had roughly the same performance at
a cost of estimating n more parameters per additional dimension.
Initially, we fit the model with p = 4 without covariate information on the banks’
characteristics. We run 100,000 iterations of the MCMC algorithm with a burn-in
period of 20,000 iterations. Visual inspection of the trace-plots shows that the length
of the burn-in is suﬃcient for convergence. The Geweke (1992)’s convergence diagnostic
for the equality of the means of the first and last part of the chain yielded Z-scores
of -1.49, -1.26, 0.83 for τ 2 , σ 2 and β0 , which indicate convergence. Posterior values of
model parameters τ 2 , σ 2 and β0 are kept every 20 iterations to reduce autocorrelation of
11
The DIC is intended as a generalization of Akaike’s Information Criterion (AIC) for comparing
complex models in which the number of free parameters is not clearly defined. It is defined as
DIC = D̄+pD , where D̄ = −2 E(log p(y|θ)), pD = D̄+2 log p(y|θ̄) is the eﬀective number of parameters
and θ̄ is the posterior mean of parameters.
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Figure 2.2: MCMC trace plots, autocorrelation functions and posterior distributions of τ 2 ,
σ 2 and β0 for the unsecured network data. Vertical dashed lines show the mean
of the posterior distributions of the parameters.

the samples. The MCMC trace plots, autocorrelation functions and marginal posterior
distributions of τ 2 , σ 2 and β0 are plotted in Figure (2.2). The thinning of the Markov
chain was able to reduce the autocorrelation of the τ 2 and the β0 samples. Although
the autocorrelation of σ 2 is still high, we initialized the chain from diﬀerent values and
the results show that it converges.
Next, we investigate how bank characteristics as size, credit, deposits, etc., aﬀect
the probability of a pair of banks forming a connection. We estimate seven diﬀerent
specifications of the model including the following dyadic covariates: Size, Credit, Securities, NPL and Deposits. The fit of the model’s diﬀerent specifications is compared
in three ways. First, we assess how well the model explains the data used to estimate
the model. We obtain in-sample link predictions of Y1:T using the posterior means of
model’s parameters and latent positions as inputs for the observation equation and then
we compute the area under receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC). The ROC
curve plots the true positive rate (sensitivity) as a function of the false positive rate
(specificity); the closer AUC is to 1 the better is the fit, whereas random predictions
correspond to an AUC of 0.5. In addition, we compute the AUC of the out-of-sample
predictions of the model. To this end, we compute one step ahead predicted probabilities and compare the results to the observed network at time T + 1. The out-of-sample
predictions are based on the model estimate using networks observed from July 2012
to June 2013 and compared to the network observed at July 2013. Finally, the fit of
each diﬀerent specification is assessed based on the computation of the DIC.
Table 2.3 shows the coeﬃcients and AUC and DIC values for the model estimated
20
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including a diﬀerent set of variables. The AUC values for the in-sample predictions
show that with the exception of the models without covariates (AUC value of 0.8672)
and without the covariate Size (AUC value of 0.8729) the models fit the data quite
well. The AUC values are on average 0.92. The AUC values of the out-of-sample predictions are also high, showing that the model provides good one step ahead predicted
probabilities as well. It is important to note that the improvement of the model’s fit
with the inclusion of other variables in addition to Size is not significant. The AUC values of the in-sample and out-of-sample predictions for specification (2) which includes
only the variable Size and specification (6) which includes all variables are almost the
same. When we compare the DIC values of the models, we see that the model without
covariates has the worst fit (the highest DIC value). Although the diﬀerence of the
DIC values are not high, the model with all covariates included excepting Deposits has
the lowest DIC.
The estimate for the coeﬃcient of Size in specification (2) is 0.82 (0.02). The
positive value implies that it is more probable for banks to have ties when the diﬀerence
in their sizes is large compared to ties between banks of similar sizes. The coeﬃcients
of other variables (Securities, NPL and Deposits) are negative, implying that there is
a preference for ties between banks of similar characteristics. The coeﬃcient of Credit
is negative with the exception of the coeﬃcient estimated in specification (6) although
the highest posterior density interval is between zero. The inclusion of other variables
does not improve the fit of the model significantly, so we proceed our analyses based
on the model that uses only covariate information on the size of the banks.
In order to allow the visualization of banks’ positions, Figure (2.3) shows the posterior means of banks’ latent positions for the first two dimensions. The figure shows
the positions in two diﬀerent dates: July 2012 (circles) and June 2013 (triangles). The
six large institutions, which are considered domestic systemically important banks, are
positioned near to each other and close to the center of the figure (gray symbols), while
small banks with few connections are on the border.
Figure (2.4) shows boxplots of the distances each bank traveled in the latent space
during the eleven month transitions. Sewell and Chen (2015) use the boxplots of
the distance to evaluate the stability of the network. It can be seen that the moves
of banks corresponding to each transition fall in a similar range implying that the
dynamics of the network are nearly constant throughout the twelve months. Transitions
to December 2012 and to January 2013 implied larger alterations in banks’ positions,
which can be explained by changes in the amount lent. The set of outlier banks changes
over the months but four small foreign banks are outliers in six months.
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Figure 2.3: Posterior means of latent banks’ positions for unsecured network data. Circles
are positions in July, 2012 and triangles are the positions in June, 2013. Gray
symbols are the positions of the six largest banks.

2.5.2

Repo network

In this section we analyze the data on repo agreements collateralized with government
bonds. The daily data of overnight repo transactions from July 2012 to June 2013
are aggregated by months resulting in twelve networks (T = 12). We have the same
sample of n = 123 banks which accessed the market during this period resulting in a
123 × 123 binary adjacency matrix Yt . Each edge yijt of Yt represents the amount lent
by bank i to bank j during month t.
We follow the same procedure of Section 2.5.1 to estimate the model. The latent
22
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Figure 2.4: Boxplots of the distances traveled by banks in the latent space during twelve
months for the unsecured network data.

positions and parameters of the model are initialized as described in Appendix 2.A.2.
The initial values of τ02 and σ02 were set to 0.3552 and 1, respectively. The prior
hyperparameters were set to ντ = νσ = 2, ξτ2 = τ02 , ξσ2 = 0.001 and (µβ , Σβ ) = (0, 2 · I).

We evaluate models having dimensions of p = {2, 3, 4} and the model with 4 dimensions achieved the minimum DIC. We run 100,000 iterations of the MCMC algorithm
with a burn-in of 20,000 iterations. The Geweke (1992)’s convergence test for τ 2 , σ 2
and β0 indicated convergence (Z-scores of 0.02, -0.45, -0.46, respectively). The MCMC
trace plots of posterior values of τ 2 , σ 2 and β0 after the burn-in and keeping values at
every 20 iterations are given in Figure (2.5). The figure also shows the autocorrelation
functions and marginal posterior distributions of the parameters. The thinning was
able to reduce the autocorrelation of the samples of the Markov chain.
In order to investigate how bank characteristics aﬀect the probability of a pair of
banks forming a connection, we estimate seven diﬀerent specifications of the model
including the following dyadic covariates: Size, Credit, Securities, NPL and Deposits.
We compare the AUC of the in-sample and out-of-sample predictions and the DIC of
the model’s diﬀerent specifications. The out-of-sample predictions are based on the
model estimated using networks observed from July 2012 to June 2013 and compared
to the network observed at July, 2013. Table (2.4) shows the coeﬃcients and AUC and
DIC values for the model estimated including diﬀerent set of variables.
The AUC values for the in-sample predictions of all specifications are high, showing
that the models fit the data quite well. The AUC values are approximately 0.94. The
AUC values of the out-of-sample predictions are also high showing that the model
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Figure 2.5: MCMC trace plots, autocorrelation functions and posterior distributions of τ 2 ,
σ 2 and β0 for the repo network data. Vertical dashed lines show the mean of
the posterior distributions of the parameters.

provides good one step ahead predicted probabilities as well. The inclusion of the
variable Size has the highest impact on AUC values. The model with all variables but
Size has the lowest AUC while the model with only a constant has higher AUC values
than this model. The model without covariates and the model with all variables with
the exception of Size have the worst fit (the highest DIC values). The diﬀerence of the
DIC values are not high, nonetheless the specification (3) has the lowest DIC.
Similar conclusions concerning the importance of Size are drawn for the repo network model. The improvement of the model’s fit with the inclusion of other variables
in addition to Size is not significant. Size coeﬃcients are positive which imply that
it is more probable for banks to have ties when the diﬀerence in their sizes is large
compared to ties between banks of similar sizes. The coeﬃcients of the other variables
(Credit, Securities and Deposits) are negative, implying that there is a preference for
ties between banks of similar characteristics while the coeﬃcients of NPL are positive.
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0.8672

0.8645

86,047

AUC outof-sample

DIC

(3)

69,110

0.9244

0.9269

(4)

69,320

0.9240

0.9264

(5)

69,281

0.9235

0.9262

68,805

0.9242

0.9274

(7)

68,860

0.9257

0.9276

84,530

0.8716

0.8729

-2.0546
[-2.2412,-1.9009]

-1.0190

[-4.2721,-1.0890]

-2.5409

[-2.1277,-1.8875]

-2.0075

[-0.6427,-0.4169]

-0.5258

[2.1380,2.3225]

2.2372

[-1.2469,-0.8591]

[-6.0964,-4.0665]

[-5.3762,-2.8277]

[-1.2920,-1.0526]

-1.1825

[-0.0773,0.1490]

0.0432

[0.7491,0.8169]

0.7895

[0.9531,1.1511]

-5.0754

[-1.5323,-1.2627]

[-1.4519,-1.1563]

(6)
1.0508

-4.1659

-1.3830

[-0.2331, 0.0964]

-0.0439

[0.7414,0.8711]

0.8170

[0.8383,1.0472]

0.9632

-1.3200

-0.1734
[-0.2854,-0.0435]

-0.4285

[0.7388,0.8532]

0.8107

[0.7245,0.8912]

0.8245

[-0.5874,-0.2733]

0.8412
[0.7704,0.8957]

0.8216

[0.5830,0.7192]

0.6591

[0.7796,0.8608]

[0.4218,0.6620]

[1.2999,1.3916]

(2)
0.5686

(1)

1.3514

AUC
in-sample

Deposits

NPL

Securities

Credit

Size

Constant

Table 2.3: Posterior means, 95% HPDI, DIC and AUC of the estimated models for the unsecured network data.
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0.9264

0.9205

51,623

AUC outof-sample

DIC

(3)

46,024

0.9365

0.9430

45,644

0.9394

0.9442

(5)

45,872

0.9390

0.9439

45,822

0.9404

0.9437

(7)

45,667

0.9402

0.9441

51,001

0.9149

0.9187

-1.3917
[-1.5678,-1.2012]

[-0.4531,-0.0797]

[0.5756,1.6609]

1.0922

[-1.1162,-0.7489]

-0.9287

[-1.1715,-0.7952]

-0.9862

[2.7371,3.2958]

3.0119

-0.2941

[0.3433,2.9893]

[-0.9493,1.8211]

[-0.7885,-0.0697]

-0.5062

[-0.8071,-0.4915]

-0.6344

[0.5836,0.8681]

0.7354

[1.3616,2.0337]

1.6268

[-0.9904,-0.6323]

[-0.9802,-0.6249]

(6)
1.7288

0.4697

-0.7769048

[-1.0779,-0.6159]

-0.8402

[0.5350,0.8109]

0.6857

[1.3611,2.1587]

1.8199

-0.77021

-0.8051
[-1.0976,-0.5703]

[0.5364,0.8313]

0.7006

[1.2362,2.0331]

-0.7515

[0.5963,0.8304]

[0.5571,0.8387]

(4)
1.7152

[-0.8555,-0.6400]

0.7284

[1.2799,1.9232]

1.6958

0.7051

[1.1041,1.8582]

[2.3322,2.5623]

(2)
1.5083

(1)

2.4733

AUC
in-sample

Deposits

NPL

Securities

Credit

Size

Constant

Table 2.4: Posterior means, 95% HPDI, DIC and AUC of the estimated models for the repo network data.
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0.6481

0.6450

AUC outof-sample

0.6791

0.6806

(4)

0.6990

0.7007

(5)

0.7006

0.7022

(6)

0.7251

0.7223

0.6608

0.6526

-2.0745
[-2.1675,-1.9710]

-2.2248

[-5.0725,-3.6786]

-4.3961

[-1.7434,-1.5631]

-1.6570

[-1.0542,-0.9058]

-0.9802

[-1.0390,-0.9681]

-1.0060

[-2.3339,-2.1214]

-4.3535
[-5.1020,-3.6070]

-3.3189

[-1.7971,-1.6002]

-1.6963

[-1.0124,-0.8556]

-0.9327

[0.2472,0.2606]

0.2535

[-1.8136,-1.7314]

-1.7751

[-4.0309,-2.5864]

-1.7357
[-1.8221,-1.6327]

-1.7871

[-1.2380,-1.0887]

-1.1636

[0.2409,0.2538]

0.2469

[-2.1288, -2.0500]

-2.0901

[-1.8796,-1.6962]

-1.2213
[-1.3034,-1.1496]

[0.2407,0.2536]

0.2472

[-2.1721,-2.0955]

-1.4781

[0.2406,0.2537]

[0.2483,0.2610]

(3)
-2.1362

[-1.5578,-1.4037]

0.2471

[-2.5209,-2.4516]

0.2542

[-2.9733,-2.9185]

(2)
-2.4856

(1)

-2.9458

AUC
in-sample

Deposits

NPL

Securities

Credit

Size

Constant

0.7159

0.7139

[-2.4693,-2.2635]

-2.3608

[-6.5926,-5.1111]

-5.8699

[-1.9275,-1.7319]

-1.8221

[0.2499,0.2625]

0.2558

[-2.0058,-1.9270]

-1.9664

(7)

Table 2.5: Posterior means, 95% HPDI, and AUC of the models estimated without the latent space for the unsecured network data.
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2.6

The latent space and model’s goodness-of-fit

We expect that the latent space can account for the unobserved bank attributes that
aﬀect the link formation and improve the model’s fit. Hence, it is important to assess
the fit of the model in which the probability of a tie depends only on observed covariates
xijt and the model in which the latent space is included.
Table (2.5) presents the coeﬃcients of the model estimated without the latent space.
It is a logistic regression model in which the dyads are independent to each other and
dependencies among nodes in the network are not represented. Since the unsecured
and the repo networks have similar characteristics, we present the results only for the
model estimated using the unsecured network data.
The relations between banks are reciprocal and transitive. The average reciprocity
and transitivity of the observed networks are 0.51 and 0.36, respectively. However,
the model without the latent space assumes that a link between a pair of banks is
independent to other links. The estimated coeﬃcients of both models have same signs
with the exception of the constant that controls the overall density of the network.
However, they are very diﬀerent indicating that it is important to take the latent space
into account. For instance, the coeﬃcients of the model with a constant and variable
Size are -2.95 and 0.25 for the model without the latent space while the coeﬃcients for
the model with the latent space are 0.57 and 0.82.
The model’s goodness of fit is evaluated computing the AUC of the in-sample and
out-of-sample link predictions. To obtain the out-of-sample link predictions we estimate
the model and compute the one step ahead predicted probabilities that are compared
to the network observed in July 2013. The results show that the inclusion of bank
variables improved the fit of the model without the latent space. However, the AUC of
the in-sample and out-of-sample link predictions of the model without the latent space
are on average just 0.70 compared to an AUC of 0.92 for the model with the latent
space.
Figure (2.6) shows the ROC curve for the out-sample predictions of the models with
and without the latent space and including only size of the banks as covariate. Although
the predictions of the model with the latent space has a high AUC and performs better
than the model without the latent space, it could not outperform the predictions of the
simple method based on YT to predict YT +1 . Due to the persistence of the network
links, this naive prediction method obtained higher true positive (sensitivity) and false
positive (1 − specificity) rates than the latent space model.
Then, we evaluate model adequacy by comparing selected network statistics computed for the observed data with distributions induced by the statistical model (see,
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Figure 2.6: ROC curve showing the TPR (True Positive Rate) and the FPR (False Positive
Rate) of the models with the latent space (solid line) and without the latent
space (dashed line).

e.g., Durante et al., 2017). To perform this graphical test of goodness-of-fit we proceed
as follows: first, we simulate a large number of networks from the estimated model.
For each simulated network we compute a set of graph statistics of interest. Then, the
distributions of graph statistics of the simulated data are compared to the values of
the observed network. If they fall in the tails of the distributions, it is an indication of
the lack of fit.
To compare the simulated and observed networks it is important to choose an
appropriate set of graph statistics. Although it may not be immediately clear what
kinds of network properties are relevant, these statistics should match the purpose of
the estimation (Hunter et al., 2008). We chose the following set of statistics which
we believe represent important aspects of the interbank networks’ structure examined
by empirical works: mean and coeﬃcient of variation of the degree distribution, density, transitivity, reciprocity, avarege path length, assortativity and mean eigenvector
centrality. For instance, we included the mean degree and its coeﬃcient of variation
because degree is a fundamental characteristic of the network. We included density to
check if the model is able to reproduce the fact that interbank networks are sparse.
We added assortativity as an indication of the core-periphery structure in which banks
with few connections are generally connected to highly connected banks (Craig and
von Peter, 2014). Reciprocal transactions (reciprocity) have a significant eﬀect on the
establishment of lending relationships (see, e.g., Aﬃnito, 2012; Bräuning and Fecht,
2017). Transitivity was included because high clustering in financial networks may
make banks more vulnerable to contagion eﬀects (Georg, 2013). The average path
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Figure 2.7: Kernel density estimates of selected graph statistics based on simulated networks under the unsecured network model with the latent space (black line)
and without the latent space (gray line). Dashed lines represent the true graph
statistics in December, 2016.

length is related to the closeness and betweenness measures of centrality and has an
eﬀect on the propagation of shocks in the network. Finally, eigenvector centrality has
inspired measures of systemic risk such as DebtRank (see, e.g., Battiston et al., 2012).
Figure (2.7) shows kernel density estimates of selected graph statistics for the simulated data from the model estimated using the unsecured network data. The figure
shows simulated data of the model estimated with the latent space (black lines) and
without it (gray lines) alongside the observed graph statistics (dashed lines). The figure displays the distributions of graph statistics only for December 2012, although the
model accurately replicates graph statistics of the observed networks for the twelve
months of data.
According to the density distributions, the inclusion of the latent space improves the
model’s fit compared to the model incorporating only information on banks’ observed
characteristics. It is possible to see that the model with the latent space generates
� that resemble the observed dataset in terms of diﬀerent graph statistics of
datasets Y
interest such as degree distribution, transitivity and average path length. The model
without the latent space is able to generate networks with mean degree similar to the
observed data, however the dispersion of the degree distribution is much smaller than
the true data. Although for some graph statistics like reciprocity and assortativity
the simulated data do not match the observed values, the model which incorporates a
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latent space fits the data better than the model without the latent space for all graph
statistics evaluated, especially for transitivity.

2.7

Conclusion

In this chapter, we have used the dynamic latent space approach of Sewell and Chen
(2015) to model directed networks of monthly interbank exposures. The model can
account for the interdependence among nodes present in network data through the
latent space. The positions of the nodes are easily estimated and provide a visual
representation of network relationships and their evolution over time. We applied this
methodology to analyze two diﬀerent datasets: the unsecured interbank network and
the repo network of Brazilian banks. We compared the fit of the model with the latent
space and the model in which the latent space is not included. We showed that the
model which incorporates a latent space is able to capture some features of the dyadic
data such as transitivity. On the other hand, the model in which the probability of
forming a tie depends only on observed characteristics of banks has a poor fit.
A distinguish feature of the interbank data analyzed is the high level of reciprocal
relationships between banks (yij = yji ). The latent space model has a better fit than
the model lacking such structure, although the data exhibit more reciprocity than the
estimated by the model. In this case, the model can be extended by estimating the
probability of each dyad (yij , yji ) as independent of other dyads, given the positions in
the latent space. Another possible extension to this work is to apply the latent space
approach to weighted data and assess the fit of the model.

2.A
2.A.1

Appendix
Posterior distributions

We derive the posterior density of Zt for the Bayesian estimation of state-space models
using Gibbs sampler and MH algorithm. See Geweke and Tanizaki (2001) and Sewell
and Chen (2015) for more details. Considering the state-space model of Section 2.2,
the density of Z1:T and Y1:T given ψ = (τ 2 , σ 2 ), β and X1:T is written as
(2.9)

π (Z1:T , Y1:T |X1:T , ψ, β) = π (Z1:T |ψ) π (Y1:T |Z1:T , X1:T , β)
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where the two densities in the right hand side are represented by
π (Z1:T |ψ) =

(2.10)

T
�
�
�
π Zt |Z(t−1) , ψ
t=1

π (Y1:T |Z1:T , X1:T , β) =

(2.11)

T
�
t=1

π (Yt |Zt , X1:T , β)

The conditional distribution of Z1:T is
π (Z1:T |Y1:T , X1:T , ψ, β) = �

(2.12)

π (Z1:T , Y1:T |X1:T , ψ, β)
π (Z1:T , Y1:T |X1:T , ψ, β) dZ1:t

The conditional density function of Zt given Z1:t−1 , Zt+1:T , X1:T , ψ and β is derived
from the previous equations and is given by
π (Zt |Z1:t−1 , Zt+1:T , Y1:T , X1:T , ψ, β) = �

(2.13)

∝

�

π (Z1:T |Y1:T , X1:T , ψ, β)
π (Z1:T |Y1:T , X1:T , ψ, β) dZt

π (Yt |Zt , X1:T , β) π (Zt |Zt−1 , ψ) π (Zt+1 |Zt , ψ) if t = 1, . . . T − 1
π (Yt |Zt , X1:T , β) π (Zt |Zt−1 , ψ)
if t = T

Equation (2.13) gives the conditional distribution of Zt . The conditional distribution
of the row zit is proportional to
π (zit |Y1:t , Z1:t , X1:t , ψ, β)

(2.14)

 ��
�
�
�
2
2

if t = 1

j:j�=i pijt pjit N (zit |0, τ Ip ) N zi(t+1) |zit , σ Ip

 ��
� �
�
�
�
2
2
∝
if 1 < t < T
j:j�=i pijt pjit N zi(t+1) |zit , σ Ip N zit |zi(t−1) , σ Ip

��
� �

�

2

if t = T
j:j�=i pijt pjit N zit |zi(t−1) , σ Ip

.
where pijt = P(yijt = 1|Zt , Xt , β) and ψ = (τ 2 , σ 2 ). The posterior density of the model
�
parameters β follows the form
(2.15)

π (β|Y1:T , Z1:T , X1:T ) ∝
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�

T �
�
t=1 i�=j

�

pijt · MVNd (β|µβ , Σβ ).

2.A. Appendix
The parameters τ 2 and σ 2 can be Gibbs-sampled and their full conditional distributions
are
�
�
n
� 2 �
1�
2
2
(2.16)
π τ |Z1 ∼ IG (ντ + np)/2, ντ ξτ /2 +
�zi1 � .
2 i=1

(2.17)

2.A.2

�

2

�

�

T

π σ |Z1:T ∼ IG (νσ + np(T −

1))/2, νσ ξσ2 /2

n

�
1 ���
�zit − zi(t−1) �2
+
2 t=2 i=1

�

Initialization

The starting values of the Markov chain are obtained as follows:
1. Latent positions Z1:T : Hoﬀ et al. (2002) use multidimensional scaling (MDS) to
get the initial estimates of the latent positions. The MDS takes the n × n matrix
of distances between objects and returns their positions in a lower dimensional
space for visualization while preserving the distances as well as possible. Sarkar
and Moore (2005) extend the MDS by using it to get the initial estimates of
(1)
Z1 . Then, for� t = 2, . . . ,�T , they perform the MDS along with the objective
� (1)
(1) �
of minimizing �Zt − Zt−1 � , where |·|F denotes the Frobenius norm, to avoid
F
that the node positions change drastically from one time step to another. For
the matrices of distances, Sewell and Chen (2015) suggest the use of the length
of the shortest path from i to j at time t scaled by 1/n. We use two diﬀerent
methods to obtain a set of dissimilarity measures between pairs of banks: the
shortest path length and the absolute value of the diﬀerence of the log of bank
assets.
2. Parameters τ 2 and σ 2 : The initial value for τ 2 was set using the initial estimates
of Z1 and is given by:
n

(2.18)

1 �
�zi1 �2 .
np i=1

It is possible to obtain initial estimate of σ 2 using the same procedure, but Sewell
and Chen (2015) recommend to set a large initial value for σ 2 to allow large
movements of the latent positions at the beginning of iterations and increase the
speed of convergence.
3. Parameter β: Using the initial estimates of the latent positions, starting value
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of β is found by numerical maximization of the observation equation (optim
function of the R environment).

2.A.3

Network statistics

In this appendix we describe the network statistics that are used in the chapter. The
density of a network is the ratio of the number of existing edges to the number of
possible edges. It is given by
Den(Gt ) =

�
i,j

yijt
,
n(n − 1)

where Gt is the graph and yijt is the tie between nodes i and j at time t. Transitivity or
clustering coeﬃcient is the probability that adjacent nodes of a node are also connected
�
�ijt y�ikt y�jkt
i,j�=i,k�=j,k�=i y
,
Cl(Gt ) = �
�ijt y�ikt
i,j�=i,k�=j,k�=i y

where y�ijt = max {yijt , yjit }. In this case, transitivity is computed ignoring the direction
of the edges. Reciprocity is the proportion of the total number of reciprocated edges
to the total number of edges
�
i,j yijt yjit
Re(Gt ) = �
.
i,j yijt

Transitivity can also be calculated for each node, and then averaging across all
nodes. Reciprocity can also be computed as the number of reciprocated dyads divided
by the number of not connected or single connected dyads.
The (geodesic) distance between nodes i and j in a network is the length of the
shortest path between them. This distance, which will be denoted by d(i, j; Gt ), is
used to compute the average path length and the diameter. These two measures are
computed considering only directed paths. The average path length is the average
length of the shortest paths between nodes
d(Gt ) =

�

d(i, j; Gt )
,
n(n − 1)

i,j

while the diameter is the length of the longest geodesic in a graph, given by
D(Gt ) = max d(i, j; Gt ).
i,j
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Chapter 3
The eﬀect of bank credit supply on
house prices: Evidence from Brazil∗
3.1

Introduction

National house prices in many OECD countries experienced strong and almost synchronized increases starting in the mid-1990s. The size and duration of the house price
increases and the extent to which they have disconnected from the business cycle were
unprecedented (Bracke, 2013). In the U.S. and other developed countries this increase
took place in an environment of strong financial innovations, insuﬃcient risk management, lack of transparency, poor incentives and increasing leverage (Agnello and
Schuknecht, 2011). In the end, the reversal of the uptrend, which in some countries
started in 2006-07 and for others is still in course, aﬀected the economic activity and
the stability of the financial system.
Despite the impact of changes in house prices on the real economy and the financial
system, it is diﬃcult to assess whether increases in house prices are driven by economic fundamentals1 . The rapid expansion in credit supply is often associated with
house price appreciation and subsequent mortgage defaults (e.g. Mian and Sufi, 2009;
Mian and Sufi, 2011). However, the causal eﬀect of credit supply on house prices is
not easy to establish because credit is not exogenous to the price of houses that are
∗
This chapter is co-authored with Cees Diks and Marco van der Leij from the University of Amsterdam.
1
In the absence of frictions, property, like other assets, is priced by discounting expected future
cash flows. However, deviations from long-run equilibria are more likely in housing markets than
in financial markets because real estate involves non-standardized assets, absence of central trading
which implies imperfect information, lack of transparency and high transaction costs in negotiations,
and sluggish supply response due to constructions lags and limited land availability (Koetter and
Poghosyan, 2010).
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used as collateral. Credit also depends on current asset prices and expected economic
conditions.
In this chapter, we estimate the eﬀect of changes in credit supply on house prices
at diﬀerent municipalities in Brazil. To deal with the identification problem, we use
the regulatory framework that governs the funding for home loans in Brazil as an instrument to identify exogenous increases in the availability of credit. This framework
dates back to the 1960s and aims at providing aﬀordable housing for low and middle
income households (Araujo et al., 2017). The main source of funding for home loans are
savings accounts which earn the same fixed interest rate at all deposit-taking institutions. Banks are required to lend 65% of the amount deposited on savings accounts to
home purchase, construction or renovation and to hold 24.5% of the amount as reserve
requirements at the central bank2 . So, the amount deposited in savings accounts and,
consequently, funding for home loans are to some extent exogenous to banks. Importantly, although savings deposits are collected in each municipality in which a bank
has a branch, there is no requirement to allocate loans to municipalities in proportion
to the amount of savings from the locality and banks are free to decide where to lend.
So, a positive deposit shock in one locality may propagate to other places through the
bank branch network.
We use the diﬀerences in the availability of credit to explain the heterogeneous
trends of house prices in Brazilian municipalities. To deal with the identification problem, changes in savings deposits of the parent banks at the national level are used as
an instrument for credit supply at the municipality level. The key idea of our identification strategy is that changes in savings deposits at the parent banks are based on
the average of countrywide economic conditions since we are considering banks with
large branch networks. Therefore, changes in savings deposits are exogenous to individual loans and to the conditions of the local economy or local housing markets. We
then analyze the impact of credit supply on house prices and loan terms at diﬀerent
municipalities using data on bank branches.
First, we exploit the distribution of branches of distinct banks across municipalities
to estimate the impact of changes in savings deposits on local credit supply. The results
of the first stage regressions show that changes in savings deposits at the parent bank
level have a positive and significant eﬀect on credit supply at municipalities where banks
have branches. We base our results on a sample of 409 municipalities that account for
more than 80% of bank branches’ total assets. These results hold even if we control
for several municipality characteristics and locality and quarter fixed eﬀects.
2

If banks do not lend they must keep the amount deposited at the central bank receiving 80% of
the interest rate paid on savings accounts.
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3.1. Introduction
In a second step of the analysis, we investigate the eﬀect of the increase in credit
supply on house prices in our IV setting. We show that the increase in supply of
credit has a significant impact on house price growth. A one percent increase in loan
origination leads to a 0.17 percent increase in the growth rate of house prices. The
estimates are robust to the inclusion of panel fixed eﬀects and controls for municipality
characteristics such as population and income. This result is economically significant
and comparable to elasticity estimates found for the U.S. housing market. For instance,
Di Maggio and Kermani (2017) estimate that a one percent increase in the credit supply
results in 0.33 percent increase in house price growth between 2003 and 2006 while
Favara and Imbs (2015) show that a one percent increase in the growth rate of credit
results in a 0.12 percent increase in the growth rate of house prices in the U.S..
In addition, we estimate the eﬀect of credit supply on loan terms such as interest
rate and loan maturity. We find that a one percent increase in the growth rate of credit
supply results in a 0.28 percentage point (p.p.) decrease in the mean spread between
loan interest rates and the benchmark rate. We do not find a significant result for the
impact of credit supply on loan maturities which may be explained by a prudential
limit on the maximum amortization period for loans that are underwritten.
Finally, the regulation in Brazil obliges banks to classify borrowers in accordance
to a risk score and to make loan loss provisions based on borrower’s level of risk. Using
the minimum loan loss provisions that banks make at the moment of loan origination,
we investigate whether the expansion of credit supply has led to a relaxation of lending
standards. We show that an increase in credit supply is associated with an increase
in provisions for loan losses due to an expansion of lending to riskier borrowers. We
find that a one percent increase in credit supply growth raises the ratio of loan loss
provisions to loans by 0.01 p.p., which is a 0.6% increase compared to the average
cross-sectional minimum provisions of 2.05%, over the 2012–2015 period.
This work is related to other studies that examine the consequences of the expansion in credit supply. Adelino et al. (2012) and Favara and Imbs (2015) show that an
exogenous expansion in mortgage credit has significant eﬀects on house prices. Rajan and Ramcharan (2015) find that the availability of credit had a direct eﬀect on
inflating land prices in the 1920s and contributed to the subsequent surge of bank
failures. Di Maggio and Kermani (2017) show that the supply of credit has an eﬀect
on the real economy. It is associated with a rise in the house price growth and an
expansion of employment in nontradable sectors. On the other hand, Glaeser et al.
(2010) find no evidence that changes in mortgage approval rates and down payment
requirements can explain the movement in U.S. house prices. The results presented
in this work contribute to this debate. We show that changes in credit supply have a
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significant eﬀect on house price growth in a housing market other than the U.S.. It
is worth mentioning that the ratio of housing credit to Brazil’s GDP is relatively low
by international standards. In this context, easier credit conditions may have a bigger
influence on housing prices in a country where households are potentially more credit
constrained, as predicted by the model of prime and subprime borrowers of Justiniano
et al. (2016), for example.
As a solution to the endogeneity problem, the studies cited above have established
the causal eﬀect of credit supply on house prices using instrumental variables to measure changes in credit supply. The usual source of instruments are regulatory changes
such as annual changes in the conforming loan limit3 (Adelino et al., 2012), U.S. preemption rule in 2004 that excluded the application of state anti-predatory lending laws
to national banks (Di Maggio and Kermani, 2017), and U.S. bank branching deregulations between 1994 and 2005 (Favara and Imbs, 2015). We present a novel identification
strategy based on the regulatory framework that governs housing credit in Brazil. Although this framework is specific to the country, directed lending is a common policy
in developing countries that could be exploited to generate exogenous changes in credit
supply. See e.g. Paravisini (2008) for the case of Argentina.
This work also contributes to the large literature on credit booms and financial
crises. Some papers emphasize the role of reduced credit constraints and easier access
to credit to explain the U.S. mortgage default crisis (Mian and Sufi, 2009; Keys et al.,
2010) while others focus on the role of expectation formation in the housing markets
and its eﬀect on demand and house prices (Bolt et al., 2014; Burnside et al., 2016;
Landvoigt, 2016). We show that the increase in credit supply was accompanied by
a reduction in the cost of credit and induced an expansion of housing credit to less
creditworthy borrowers measured by the increase in the minimum loan loss provisions
of banks. However, the data set does not allow us to investigate whether loan defaults
in the subsequent months were higher than banks’ expected losses.
Finally, market failures provide a rationale for policy intervention. For this reason,
subsidized credit to households are a common policy adopted in various countries as a
countermeasure for credit constraints in housing markets. In this work, we study the
eﬀect of the supply of banking credit on house prices exploiting regulations on lending
in an IV setting. We do not make an analysis of the potential welfare gains associated
with changes in the policy. Considering the importance of the housing market and its
socioeconomic impacts, there may be benefits associated with this policy intended to
provide credit to low income and potentially credit constrained borrowers. Nonetheless,
3

The conforming loan limit (CLL) is a nominal cap set by regulators each year on the size of
mortgages that Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac are allowed to purchase or securitize.
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3.2. Institutional Background: Savings Deposits and Home Loans
we contribute to the debate of the policy design by showing the dependence of the
supply of housing credit on savings deposits and its influence on house prices and loan
terms at the local level.
The rest of the chapter is structured as follows. In Section 3.2, we provide background information of the regulation related to savings deposits and housing loans.
Section 3.3 describes the data employed in the study. In Section 3.4 we discuss the identification strategy and describe the empirical methodology. In Section 3.5 we present
the main results and Section 3.6 concludes.

3.2

Institutional Background: Savings Deposits and
Home Loans

Savings accounts are the most common investment in Brazil. They are a non taxable,
liquid and safe4 investment, but yield a modest return compared to other interestbearing deposits. In all depositary institutions savings accounts earn a fixed monthly
interest rate of 0.5%5 if the central bank policy interest rate, known as Taxa Selic, is
higher than 8.5% per year, and 70% of Taxa Selic if the policy rate is equal or lower
than this threshold.
In Figure (3.1), we present the real balance of savings deposits and the amounts
deposited/withdrawn6 from January 2007 to December 2016. During this period, the
real growth of savings deposits was 89.5%. It is possible to see that after a period
of strong growth from 2007 to 2014, the amount deposited in savings accounts have
reduced due to the strong economic recession of the years 2015 and 2016. Annibal
(2012) investigates the main factors that aﬀect the growth of savings deposits and
concludes that the diﬀerence between the central bank policy rate and the yield of
savings deposit has a negative and significant impact on the growth of deposits. In
Appendix 3.A.1, we estimate the eﬀect of macroeconomic variables on the growth of
savings deposits using a panel of banks. As expected, we show that the policy rate has
a negative while GDP growth has a positive eﬀect on savings deposits.
Despite their modest rate of return, savings deposits are the most usual investment
among bank account holders and an important low-cost and stable source of funding
4
Savings deposits as other deposits are guaranteed by the deposit insurance fund up to the limit
of R$250,000.
5
In addition, savings deposits also earn a small monthly floating rate of roughly 0.05%, known as
Taxa Referencial.
6
All monetary values are deflated by the Brazilian consumer price index (Índice Nacional de Preços
ao Consumidor Amplo - IPCA) and expressed in 2007 Brazilian Real (BRL).
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Figure 3.1: Real balance of savings deposits and amount deposited/withdrawn from January 2007 to December 2016.

for Brazilian banks. Their prominence as the main source of funding for home loans is
explained by the complex set of rules that governs home loans in Brazil. The aim of the
regulation is to support homeownership for low and middle income households. The
regulation establishes that 65% of the amount deposited in savings accounts should
be lent to home purchase and 24.5% should be kept at the central bank as reserve
requirements. To comply with the 65% lending rule, banks can also lend for home
renovation or construction or they can purchase or issue securities backed by home
loans up to a certain limit7 . Although banks have some discretionary power in the
use of funds, 84.7% the resources earmarked for housing credit were lent for home
purchases8 , as of December 2016.
The regulation also establishes that 80% of 65% (= 52%) of the savings deposits
balances should be lent under the rules that governs the system called SFH (Sistema
Financeiro de Habitação). SFH rules determine the maximum interest rates on loan
contracts (approximately 12%) and the amount that can be borrowed based on nominal
limits on the price of the property and also on loan to value (LTV) limits. Limits on
the property price are set to restrain the use of earmarked credit by high income
households. Changes in the property price limits are not frequent and until 2013 the
same limit applied for home loans in all Brazilian municipalities. The remaining 20%
of 65% (13%) of the savings deposits balances might be lent at interest rates set freely
by banks.
7
Since the securitization market is still evolving, banks retain most of the home loans on their
balance sheets.
8
Statistics of the SFH, available at http://www.bcb.gov.br/?SFHESTAT.
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Figure 3.2: Real balance of savings deposits (Deposits), total housing credit at regulated
interest rates (Loan - reg. rates) and market interest rates (Loan - market
rates) and real median price of houses (House prices), from January 2007 to
December 2016.

Due to the regulation, the largest share of resources earmarked for housing credit
is lent at regulated interest rates whereas a small part of it is lent at market interest
rates. Depending on the borrower’s financial condition, regulated interest rates can be
lower than the policy interest rate. In Figure (3.2), we show the real balance of savings
accounts, the amount lent by commercial banks to households at regulated and market
lending rates and the real median price of houses which are used as collateral in home
loans. After a period of strong growth, it is possible to see that the economic crisis of
2015-2016 has aﬀected the growth of credit and house prices.
In our regressions, we consider only loans where the funding source is from savings
deposits. The other source of funding for housing credit is the unemployment benefit
fund (FGTS ). The FGTS fund invests a substantial part of its assets in home loans
and credit for developers of housing projects for low-income households. Loans have
lower interest rates that are set in accordance to diﬀerent government housing programs
and borrowers’ eligibility criteria such as income. Besides, loans of aﬀordable housing
programs like Minha Casa, Minha Vida are partially funded by the federal government. The fund does not lend directly to households or construction firms but it uses
commercial banks, mainly the state-owned bank Caixa Econômica Federal (Caixa), to
conduct its operations9 .
9
The FGTS fund is managed by a council composed of the representatives of workers, employers
and the federal government. The bank Caixa administer the resources of the fund following the
guidelines of the fund’s council.
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3.3

Data and Summary Statistics

We use four diﬀerent datasets for our empirical study: balance sheet data of bank
branches, consolidated balance sheet data of banks or banking groups, data on home
loans and house prices at the municipality level, and municipality socio-economic data.
Our sample is from 2012Q1 to 2015Q4. This period encompasses an increase in outstanding loans and house prices followed by a severe economic downturn in 2015.
The balance sheet data of bank branches are provided by the Central Bank of Brazil
on a monthly basis (Estban). The dataset contains data on the main asset and liability
items of the branch’s balance sheet. Banks usually have more than one branch per
municipality and the data on bank branches are aggregated at the municipality level.
The main variables of interest are home loans and savings deposits. We combine the
data on bank branches with the balance sheet data of the respective parent bank.
Parent bank data are provided on a consolidated basis and refer to individual banks
or to banking groups for financial institutions with subsidiaries. Both datasets are
publicly available at the Central Bank of Brazil website.
There are approximately 130 banks and banking groups in Brazil, but we select
deposit taking institutions with housing credit portfolios. We exclude from the analysis
banks that do not lend for home purchases, banks without retail operations, small banks
specialized in niche markets, development banks and investment banks. Based on these
criteria our sample reduces to six institutions: the five largest banking groups deemed
domestic systemically important banks, which have branch networks covering all states
of Brazil, and one mid-sized bank with branches restricted to a few states. Despite the
reduction in the number of banks, the sample is still relevant since these banks held
83% of the commercial banking assets and 87% of banking deposits, as of December
2016.
In Panel A of Table 3.1 we show some descriptive statistics of the branch network
and balance sheet data of parent banks. The sample contains the largest banks in
Brazil with very extensive branch networks. The median bank holds more than R$1
trillion in assets and has near 3,500 branches. They operate in all states of Brazil (26
states) and the Federal District and on average in 1,516 of 5,571 municipalities. Credit
constitutes on average 39% of total assets and savings deposits, 32.6% of total deposits.
The median capital ratio (16.6%) is well above the minimum requirement. In Panel
B of Table 3.1 reports summary statistics of balance sheet data of bank branches in
December 2015. The data on branches are aggregated at the municipality level and
because we are considering banks with extensive branch networks, the variance of the
data is large. The median branch holds R$119 million in assets. On average, home
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3.3. Data and Summary Statistics
Table 3.1: Summary statistics of bank branch and parent bank variables, as of December
2015.
Mean

Median

Min

Max

St. Dev.

A. Parent bank data
Balance sheet
Total assets (billion $)

980

1,169

68

1,437

515

Credit/Assets (%)

39.0

36.4

30.2

55.5

9.5

Savings dep./Deposits (%)

32.6

31.6

17.8

49.2

11.4

Capital ratio

16.6

16.6

13.5

19.0

2.0

Num. of branches

3,469

3,438

536

5,440

1,818

Num. states of operation

24.2

27

10

27

6.9

Num. municipalities

1,516

1,387

383

2,930

964

1,434.6 119.8

4.6

726,393 17,999

Home loans/Assets (%)

10.4

4.5

0.0

68.0

11.7

Savings dep./Liabilities (%)

22.1

18.6

0.1

96.0

14.0

Branch network

B. Bank branch data
Total assets (million $)

loans represent 10.4% of total assets and savings deposits represent 22.1% of total
liabilities of the branch.
In Figure (3.3) we show the distribution of bank branches across municipalities
in Brazil. The presence of bank branches in municipalities varies significantly. Most
of branches are located in southeastern states and in state capitals. Due to their
low economic development, the majority of municipalities without bank branches are
located in the northern and northeastern states.
The source of data on house prices and home loans of banks at the municipality
level is the Credit Information System (SCR) which is the credit register managed by
the Central Bank of Brazil. Financial institutions must report detailed information of
all loans above a certain threshold. They report data on individual loans including
loan value, price of the house (collateral), interest rate, maturity and location of the
lender (municipality). Data also include the risk score assigned by lenders10 to each
loan ranging from AA (less risk), A to H (default). We use the data aggregated at
the municipality level and restrict our analysis to home loans originated by banks.
The participation of other financial institutions such as housing finance companies is
negligible, since housing loans in Brazil are almost entirely originated by banks.
In Table 3.2 we present the descriptive statistics of loans aggregated by municipality
10

Financial institutions make loan loss provisions for the expected losses in accordance to this score
and other borrower/loan characteristics.
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Table 3.2: Summary statistics of loans originated from 2012Q1 to 2015Q4, aggregated by
municipality.
Mean

Median

25%

75%

St. Dev.

Loan ($ thousand)

189.0

183.4

155.4

215.2

57.5

House price ($ thousand)

228.2

220.0

181.3

262.5

72.9

Interest rate (%)

9.01

8.98

8.60

9.45

0.77

Maturity (years)

26.93

27.69

24.84

29.41

3.44

Minimum loan loss prov. (%)

2.05

1.68

1.25

2.27

1.77

and originated from 2012Q1 to 2015Q4. The value of the average loan is R$189,000
and the average price of the house is R$228,200, which means a loan to value of 0.83.
The average interest rate is 9.01% and loan maturity is 26.9 years.
The primary political and administrative division of the Brazilian states is the municipality. In Brazil there are 5,571 municipalities and 3,582 of them have at least
one bank branch11 , as of December 2015. Although we restrict our analysis to municipalities served by bank branches, we observe a large number of localities where new
housing loan originations are very low. Hence, to reduce the variance of estimates in
localities with low loan originations we consider only municipalities which accounted
for at least 0.025% of loan originations during the 2012–2015 period. Based on this
threshold, the sample reduces to 409 municipalities which in aggregate are responsible
for 87.4% of the origination of home loans 12 , as of December 2015.
We use some socio-economic data such as population, income per capita and the
value-added in industry and services as share of GDP of the municipality to control
for local characteristics in the regressions. The data are provide by the Brazilian
Institute of Geography and Statistics (IBGE ) on a yearly basis. In Table 3.3, we
present some descriptive statistics of these variables. In Panel A, we show the sample
of all municipalities and in Panel B, we show the sample of selected municipalities
where loan originations are higher than the 0.025% threshold. It is possible to see
that these municipalities are more populated (median population is 132,000) and more
economically developed. The median income per capita is R$30,690 and the value
added in industry and services as share of GDP is 80.9%.

11
Although near 2,000 municipalities do not have a bank branch, statistics of the Central Bank of
Brazil show that all municipalities have access to financial services through banking service outposts,
ATMs, or “banking correspondents”, which are partnerships between retail agents and commercial
banks to deliver services in localities without bank branches.
12
These municipalities account for 58.9% of the Brazilian population and 74.2% of the GDP, as of
2015.
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3.4. Methodology
Table 3.3: Summary statistics of municipality variables in 2015Q4.
Mean

Median

Min

Max

St. Dev.

Population (thousand)

36.8

11.5

.8

11,970

215.9

Income per capita($)

21,180

15,940

3,657

557,100

21,303

Value-added (% GDP)

46.9

42.0

5.4

97.6

20.3

294.4

132.1

19.2

11,970

747.4

A. All municipalities

B. Selected municipalities
Population (thousand)
Income per capita($)

36,220

30,690

6,602

300,700

26,144

Value-added (% GDP)

78.9

80.9

45.7

96.2

9.8

3.4

Methodology

The growth of house prices across municipalities exhibits substantial heterogeneity
(see e.g. Ferreira and Gyourko, 2012). This local heterogeneity in house prices may be
correlated with both demand and supply factors such as credit supply, local income,
demographics, new housing supply and construction costs. In this work we investigate
whether the dispersion in house prices could be explained by diﬀerences in credit supply.
However, we cannot consistently estimate the parameters of the regression since
credit supply is not exogenous to home prices. To solve the problem of not having
consistent least squares estimators, we apply the method of instrumental variables.
Our aim is to find an additional variable that is correlated with credit supply (relevance condition) but is not correlated with the disturbances (exogeneity condition).
The identification strategy relies on the banking regulation that earmarks 65% of the
amount deposited in savings accounts for home loans and the fact the growth of savings
deposits is to some extent exogenous to banks as interest rates on deposits are not set
by depositary institutions and, consequently, deposits growth depends mainly on the
macroeconomic conditions. So, we use the change in savings deposits at the parent
bank level as instrument for the supply of credit at the municipality level.
We identify savings deposits as a variable correlated with changes in the municipality’s credit supply but not otherwise associated with the local housing market. The
correlation between savings deposits and local housing markets is a concern since to
have a valid instrument, savings deposits at the parent bank level should not be related
to local factors that also aﬀect the price of houses in municipalities where the banks’
branches are located. To minimize the possibility that total savings deposits at a bank
are driven by the economy of one or a few municipalities, we consider only banks with
extensive branch networks. For banks in this category, savings deposits aggregated at
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the municipality level account on average for only 0.1% (s.d. = 0.6%) of the savings
deposits of the respective parent bank. It is unlikely that changes in savings deposits at
the parent bank are related to the conditions of the local economy or the local housing
market, since they are based on the average of countrywide economic conditions.
Intuitively, the regressions compare changes in the price of houses located in municipalities that have branches of distinct banks. We observe that when a large bank
establishes in one municipality it almost does not exit. For this reason, the distribution
of bank branches across municipalities is quite stable over time. From 2012 to 2015, the
number of banks in 392 municipalities, or 96% of the sample of 409 localities, remained
the same. There was an increase of one bank in 16 municipalities while in one locality
there was a reduction. These 17 municipalities are less economic developed and the exclusion of them from the sample does not aﬀect our results. Hence, to the extent that
savings deposits generate exogenous variation in the supply of credit, the estimated
diﬀerences in the growth of house prices can be plausibly attributed to diﬀerences in
credit supply.
Specifically, the instrument is obtained by aggregating total savings deposits of all
banks located at municipality j
Depjt =

�

DepBankit ,

i∈Sjt

where Sjt is the set of banks with branches at municipality j in quarter t, DepBankit
is the total savings deposits of the parent bank i, and Depjt is the sum of the total
savings deposits of all banks with branches at municipality j. The parameters of the
regressions are estimated by 2SLS as follows
(3.1)

�
Yjt = α∆ln
Loanjt + Xjt β + λt + νj + �jt

(3.2)

∆ln Loanjt = γ∆ln Depj,t−1 + Xjt δ + ζt + ηj + εjt ,

where Yjt represents the dependent variable which is the change in house prices, loan
terms, or loan loss provisions. ∆ln Loanjt is growth of new loans originated by bank
�
branches located at municipality j, ∆ln
Loanjt is the prediction associated with the
first-stage regression, and ∆ln Depj,t−1 is the lag of the growth of the sum of total
savings deposits of banks with branches at municipality j. We include a set of municipality control variables Xjt . The coeﬃcient of interest is α, which measures the
eﬀect of changes in credit supply instrumented by changes in savings deposits on the
dependent variable, after controlling for municipality specific characteristics.
We estimate the regressions with loan originations and savings deposits in first
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3.5. Results
diﬀerences to eliminate the heterogeneous trends in the variables of interest. We regress
loan originations on the lag of savings deposits to account for the time that banks
take to approve new loans. We include municipality fixed eﬀects (νj ) to control for
unobserved, time invariant characteristics of municipalities and quarter fixed eﬀects
(λt ) to control for time-varying conditions such as macroeconomic or seasonal factors
that aﬀect the entire cross section of localities in any given quarter.
In our first empirical test we show that our instrument, the change in savings
deposits, has a positive and significant eﬀect on credit supply at municipalities where
banks have branches. We then proceed to estimate the eﬀect of credit supply on the
growth rate of house prices. We also evaluate the eﬀect of credit supply on loan terms
such as interest rates and maturities. Finally, based on the risk assessment of borrowers
we also investigate whether the expansion in the supply of credit led to a relaxation of
lending standards.

3.5
3.5.1

Results
The eﬀect of saving deposits on credit supply (First
Stage)

This section estimates the eﬀect of the growth of saving deposits on the supply of
credit at the municipality level during the 2012Q1 - 2015Q4 period. We show that our
instrumental variable – savings deposits – has a significant impact on loan originations.
We perform tests of both underidentification and weak identification for the relevance of the instrument. The underidentification test checks whether the equation
is identified and the rejection of the null means that the instruments are correlated
with the endogenous regressors (Hall et al., 1996). The weak identification test checks
whether the instruments are only weakly correlated with the endogenous regressors
(Stock and Yogo, 2002). The Anderson–Rubin test of identification strongly reject
that the model is underidentified and the F statistic of the weak identification test,
which takes values above the conventional threshold for a strong instrument, provide
evidence of the relevance of savings deposits as an instrument for credit supply.
Table 3.4 presents the results of the first stage regression (Equation 3.2). Column
(1) reports the fixed eﬀects (FE) estimates and in Column (2) we add municipality
control variables to account for the diﬀerence in the observable characteristics of localities. In Column (3), we report the pooled OLS estimates for comparison. The
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municipality control variables13 are the following: log of population (ln P opjt ), log of
income per capita (ln Incomejt ), value added in industry and services as share of GDP
(V alueAddedjt ), and the ratio of total assets of bank branches (excluding housing
credit) located at the municipality to its population (AssetsP opjt ). These variables
control for municipality heterogeneity that may aﬀect the local housing market.
Table 3.4: First stage regressions of the eﬀect of savings deposits on credit supply.
The table shows the eﬀect of changes in savings deposits of banks on housing
loans measured at the municipality level. The dependent variable is changes in
credit originations at municipality j in quarter i (∆lnLoanit ). The regressions
include municipality control variables and quarter and municipality fixed eﬀects.
The sample is from 2012Q1 to 2015Q4. The table reports robust standard errors, clustered at the municipality level (in parentheses). *, **, *** indicate
significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% level, respectively.

(2)
0.265∗∗∗
(0.028)

(3)
0.309∗∗∗
(0.026)

-1.386∗∗∗
(0.404)

0.079∗∗∗
(0.019)

ln Incomet

-0.025
(0.079)

-0.090∗∗∗
(0.019)

V alueAddedt

-0.578
(0.468)

0.292∗∗
(0.115)

AssetsP opt

-0.029
(0.024)

0.003
(0.009)

Y

Y

N

Y
5704
0.346

Y
5704
0.347

N
5704
0.059

∆lnDept−1

(1)
0.265∗∗∗
(0.028)

ln P opt

Munic. FE
Quarter FE
Observations
R2

The estimated α is positive and significant – Columns (1) and (2) – which indicates
that the increase in savings deposits aﬀects credit supply in municipalities where banks
have branches. The inclusion of municipality control variables does not aﬀect the
estimate of the eﬀect of savings deposits growth on loan origination (α = 0.265, s.e. =
0.028) and the coeﬃcient remains statistically significant. Thus, a one percent increase
in the growth rate of banks’ savings deposits results in a 0.27 percent increase in the
growth rate of loan origination at the local level. Column (3) shows the OLS estimates
13

The municipality control variables are provided on a yearly basis and to get the quarterly frequency
we interpolate the yearly values.
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without the inclusion of municipality and quarter fixed eﬀects. The estimated α is
significant and slightly higher that the FE estimates.
The results show that elasticity estimates are rather stable even not controlling
for unobserved heterogeneity that might bias the results. As expected, the increase
in credit supply at the local level are correlated to the increase in savings deposits of
parent banks.

3.5.2

The eﬀect of credit supply on house prices

In this section, we investigate the eﬀect of the increase in credit supply on house prices
using as instrument the changes in total savings deposits of banks. House prices are
measured by the median value of all houses sold that were financed by banks in one
particular locality. Since we do not have data on home characteristics, it is not possible
to control for attributes that aﬀects home value as it is done in a hedonic regression
model (see e.g. Autor et al., 2014). Nonetheless, considering that median values are
calculated over the universe of loans to individuals that are secured by residential
properties, we expect that they reflect houses’ current market price and price trends
in the municipality. Besides, since the sample contains all home loans originated in
one municipality, it is more probable that quarterly changes in the median price of
houses reflect local housing market conditions than a shift in the quality of houses in
the market or in the composition of buyers.
We exploit the variation in lending by diﬀerent banks across municipalities to infer
the eﬀect on the price of houses that were pledged as collateral for new loans. In
Equation (3.1), we estimate the eﬀect of changes in credit supply on the median house
prices and the dependent variable (∆ln HouseP ricejt ) is the house price growth at
municipality j in quarter t.
Columns (1) and (2) of Table 3.5 report the results of our instrumental variables
analysis. The IV coeﬃcients on changes in housing loans are positive and statistically
significant. We find that a one percent increase in housing loan growth results in 0.17%
increase in the growth rate of house prices. In Column (3), we show the results for
the OLS estimation. Although the OLS results cannot rule out a reverse relationship,
in which high house prices attract more housing credit, the coeﬃcient is positive,
statistically significant, and smaller than its IV counterparts. Overall, we find that
credit supply always has a positive eﬀect on house prices, even after controlling for
reverse causality and for local heterogeneity.
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Table 3.5: IV and OLS estimates of the eﬀect of the growth of credit supply on
median house price.
The table shows the eﬀect of changes in housing loans on house prices at the municipality level, instrumented by savings deposits. The dependent variables is the
growth of median house price at municipality j in quarter i (∆ln HouseP ricejt ).
The regressions include municipality control variables and quarter and municipality fixed eﬀects. The sample is from 2012Q1 to 2015Q4. The table reports
robust standard errors, clustered at the municipality level (in parentheses). *,
**, *** indicate significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% level, respectively.

∆lnLoant

IV
OLS
(2)
(3)
0.173∗∗ 0.097∗∗∗
(0.084) (0.008)

ln P opt

0.284
(0.364)

-0.002
(0.316)

ln Incomet

-0.054
(0.065)

-0.066
(0.062)

V alueAddedt

0.646
(0.423)

0.797∗∗
(0.400)

AssetsP opt
Y

0.011
(0.025)
Y

0.008
(0.025)
Y

Y
5707
0.077

Y
5707
0.069

Y
6120
0.085

Munic. FE
Quarter FE
Observations
R2

3.5.3

IV
(1)
0.173∗∗
(0.084)

The eﬀect of credit supply on loan terms

This section investigates whether the expansion in credit related to the growth of savings deposits aﬀects loan terms such as contractual interest rate and loan maturity. We
estimate Equation (3.1) where the dependent variable Yjt is alternatively the weighted
mean spread between the loan interest rate and the risk-free rate in percentage points
(p.p.) or the log of the weighted mean loan maturity in days14 , originated by branches
of banks located at municipality j. We expect that in municipalities where the credit
supply increases more, banks will impose loan contractual terms that are more favorable to borrowers. Therefore, we expect to see a reduction in interest rates and an
14
The risk-free rate used to compute the spread is the benchmark interbank deposit rate, known as
CDI. The mean spread and mean maturity are weighted by the amount borrowed and calculated for
each municipality.
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increase in loan maturities.
Table 3.6 reports the 2SLS and OLS estimates of Equation (3.1). The increase in
the supply of credit has a negative and significant eﬀect on the interest rate spread
(Column 1). The inclusion of bank and control variables has only a slight eﬀect on
the estimated coeﬃcients (Column 2). We find that an increase of one percent in loan
origination growth results in a 0.28 percent point decrease in the interest rate spread
of the new loans. The estimated eﬀect of changes in loans not instrumented by savings
deposits on the interest rate spread is not significant (Column 3).
The impact on the maturity of contracts due to an increase in home loans is less
clear. The coeﬃcient of the three specifications (Columns (4) to (6)) are positive but
not statistically significant. One possible explanation is that even though banks have
increased lending during the period of analysis, they have not extended the maturity of
contracts above the limit of 30 to 35 years, which seems to be a prudent underwriting
practice given the borrowers’ capacity to service their debt obligations.

3.5.4

The eﬀect of credit supply on risk taking

The banking regulation in Brazil determines that financial institutions must classify
all credit operations in the following levels of risk: AA (less risky), A, B, C, D, E, F,
G, and H (default)15 . In accordance to these nine levels of risk banks must make loan
loss provisions to cover expected losses of at least 0%, 0.5%, 1%, 3%, 10%, 30%, 50%,
70%, and 100% of the amount lent, respectively. For instance, the minimum loan loss
provision for an A-rated loan is 0.5%. The risk assessment of the loan is made at the
moment of the origination and should be reviewed frequently based on the loan and
borrower characteristics.
In this section, we investigate whether the expansion in the supply of credit has led
to a relaxation of lending standards. Based on loan’s risk scores assigned at the moment
of the origination, we investigate whether banks have lent to risky borrowers due to a
credit expansion. Banks have their internal risk rating system to rate loans/borrowers
and our assumption is that the models for the risk assessment of credit operations
were kept constant over the period of analysis. Hence, in our regression an increase in
minimum loan loss provisions is attributed to an expansion of credit to risky borrowers
and not to a change in the procedures or models for the assessment of borrowers.
In order to obtain our estimates, letters that represent the risk scores attributed
to loans were converted to loan loss provisions based on the minimum provision determined by the regulation. The loan loss provisions of new loans serve as a measure
15

Resolução no 2682, de 21 de dezembro de 1999.
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of the level of risk that the bank is willing to accept with respect to housing credit.
Therefore, we estimate Equation (3.1) where the depended variable is the change in the
ratio of loan loss provisions to new loans originated by bank branches located at municipality j. The coeﬃcient α measures whether banks in municipalities where credit
supply increased more have lent to lower rated borrowers.
Table 3.6 presents the results of the estimates. Column (7) and Column (8) show
the IV estimates of the regression of the changes in loan loss provisions on the changes
in housing loans. As in our previous results, the elasticity estimates are remarkably
stable to the inclusion of municipality control variables. We show that an increase in
loan origination by one percent increases the ratio of loan loss provisions to loans by
0.013 percentage points, or by 0.6% of the average cross-sectional loan loss provisions
(2.05%, s.d.=1.78). This result suggests that banks increased provisions for loan losses
due to an increase in loans to riskier borrowers. Column (9) shows the OLS estimates
for comparison. In that case, the coeﬃcient on the eﬀect of credit supply on loan loss
provisions is not statistically significant.
Taken together, our results show that the increase in credit supply is associated
with a reduction in the cost of credit and an expansion of credit to less creditworthy
borrowers. However, the data set does not allow us to investigate whether bank losses
were higher than expected in the following months.

3.6

Conclusion

This chapter exploits the regulatory framework that governs housing lending in Brazil
to estimate the eﬀect of the supply of credit on house prices. In order to identify
exogenous changes in the supply of credit, we develop a novel identification strategy
in which changes in savings deposits of parent banks are used as an instrument for
changes in credit supply at the local level. First, we show that our instrumental
variable – savings deposits – has a significant impact on loan originations. Then, we
show that an increase in loan origination leads to an increase in the growth rate of
house prices based on a sample of 409 municipalities. The increase in credit supply
is also associated with a reduction in the cost of credit measured by the spread of
contractual loan rates and an increase in bank loan loss provisions due to an expansion
of credit to less creditworthy borrowers.
Considering the importance of the housing sector to maintain economic activity and
to preserve the stability of the financial system, proper monitoring of house prices is
essential to policymakers. We show that credit supply has real eﬀects on house prices
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and on bank loan loss provisions. Besides, as the core of the regulations dates back
to the 1960s, it has been subjected to some updates since then. Recently, banks were
allowed to issue covered bonds aim at promoting other sources of funding for home
loans and some requirements imposed on banks about the use of savings deposits were
excluded. We do not make an analysis of the home lending policy, but our results may
have policy implications. We show the dependence of the supply of housing credit on
savings deposits and its influence on house price growth and on the cost of credit.
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Figure 3.3: Map of Brazil divided by municipalities of the 26 states and the federal district,
showing the number of bank branches per municipality, as of December 2015.
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Y
5704
0.533

Y
5704
0.533

0.045
(0.065)
Y

AssetsP opt

Quarter FE
Observations
R2

0.754
(0.857)

V alueAddedt

Y

-0.044
(0.147)

ln Incomet

Munic. FE

0.602
(0.766)

Y
6118
0.594

0.046
(0.029)
Y

0.594
(0.482)

-0.021
(0.082)

0.461
(0.461)

∆Spreadt
IV
OLS
(2)
(3)
-0.280∗∗ 0.006
(0.123) (0.038)

ln P opt

∆lnLoant

IV
(1)
-0.279∗∗
(0.123)

Y
5704
0.057

Y

Y
5704
0.057

-0.002
(0.016)
Y

-0.054
(0.211)

0.011
(0.036)

0.024
(0.189)

Y
6118
0.058

-0.005
(0.004)
Y

0.137
(0.132)

-0.019
(0.021)

0.110
(0.128)

∆lnM aturityt
IV
IV
OLS
(4)
(5)
(6)
0.009
0.009
0.011
(0.030) (0.030) (0.007)

Y
5704
0.021

Y

Y
5704
0.013

0.001
(0.002)
Y

0.035
(0.032)

-0.006
(0.005)

Y
6120
0.014

0.000
(0.000)
Y

-0.009
(0.022)

-0.006∗
(0.003)

-0.021 -0.053∗∗
(0.028) (0.021)

∆lnP rovisiont
IV
IV
OLS
(7)
(8)
(9)
0.013∗∗ 0.013∗∗
0.001
(0.006) (0.006) (0.001)

Table 3.6: IV and OLS estimates of the eﬀect of the growth of credit supply on loan terms and loan loss provisions.
The table shows the eﬀect of changes in housing loans on loan terms and loan loss provisions at the municipality level,
instrumented by savings deposits. The dependent variables are the changes in interest rate spreads (∆Spreadjt ), loan maturities
(∆lnM aturityjt ), and minimum loan loss provisions (∆P rovisionjt ). The regressions include municipality control variables
and quarter and municipality fixed eﬀects. The sample is from 2012Q1 to 2015Q4. The table reports robust standard errors,
clustered at the municipality level (in parentheses). *, **, *** indicate significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% level, respectively.

3.6. Conclusion
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3.A
3.A.1

Appendix
The growth of savings deposits

To see how the growth of savings deposits is aﬀected by macroeconomic variables, we
estimate the following dynamic panel data model

(3.3)

∆ln Depit =

p
�

αj ∆ln Depi,t−j + Xit β + νi + �it ,

j=1

where ∆ln Depit is the change of bank i’s savings deposits balance, Xit is a 1 × k
vector of macroeconomic variables such as GDP growth, inflation and central bank
policy rate, and β is a k × 1 vector of parameters to be estimated. The sample is from
2007Q1 to 2016Q4 and we consider only deposit-taking institutions with housing credit
portfolios.
The GMM estimates are presented in Table 3.7. Columns (1) and (2) report the
estimated coeﬃcients of the regression including only the past changes in deposits and
quarterly dummies to account for the apparent seasonal increase in deposits in year’s
ends. In Columns (3) to (9), we add macroeconomic variables to Equation (3.3). The
standard Hansen test does not reject the null of joint validity of the instruments and
the Arellano-Bond test indicates no serial correlation of the residuals.
Savings accounts are often used as a substitute to non interest-bearing demand
deposits. Therefore, the increase in interest rates reduces the attractiveness of savings
deposits as an investment option which may explain the negative and statistically
significant eﬀect of interest rates on savings deposits in all regressions. As expected,
the increase in GPD has a positive and significant impact on deposits, but the eﬀect
of inflation is not statistically significant.
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Quarter dummy
AR(2) test
Hansen test
Observations

∆CP It

∆GDPt

Int. Ratet

∆lnDept−2

∆lnDept−1

Y
0.232
0.960
194

(1)
0.144∗
(0.077)

Y
0.515
0.951
186

0.087
(0.082)

0.125∗
(0.066)

Y
0.627
0.961
186

-0.069∗∗∗
(0.022)

(3)
0.196∗∗∗
(0.047)

(2)
0.281∗∗∗
(0.057)

Y
0.690
0.900
186

0.645∗∗∗
(0.221)

0.108
(0.070)

(4)
0.242∗∗∗
(0.051)

-1.227
(0.766)
Y
0.412
0.875
186

0.114∗
(0.068)

(5)
0.258∗∗∗
(0.036)

Y
0.891
0.930
186

0.302∗∗
(0.149)

-0.060∗∗∗
(0.020)

0.083
(0.082)

(6)
0.188∗∗∗
(0.051)

-0.502
(0.668)
Y
0.622
0.930
186

-0.064∗∗∗
(0.017)

0.084
(0.082)

(7)
0.192∗∗∗
(0.042)

-0.739
(0.782)
Y
0.926
0.95
186

0.535∗∗∗
(0.177)

0.104
(0.071)

(8)
0.234∗∗∗
(0.041)

-0.324
(0.710)
Y
0.836
0.93
186

0.262
(0.164)

-0.057∗∗∗
(0.016)

0.083
(0.081)

(9)
0.188∗∗∗
(0.047)

Table 3.7: The eﬀect of macroeconomic conditions the growth of savings deposits.
The table presents the results of the GMM estimates examining the impact of macroeconomic variables on the changes in
savings deposits. The dependent variable is the changes in savings deposits of bank i in month t (∆lnDepit ). Explanatory
variables are interest rates (Int.Ratet ), GDP growth (∆GDPt ), and inflation (∆CP It ). The sample is from 2007Q1 to 2016Q4.
AR(2) test is the p-value of the Arellano-Bond test for second-order autocorrelation in the first-diﬀerenced errors and Hansen
test is the p-value of the test for the exogeneity of the instruments. The table reports robust standard errors (in parentheses).
*, **, *** indicate significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% level, respectively.
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Chapter 4
Investors’ behavior and mutual
fund portfolio allocations during
the financial crisis in Brazil
4.1

Introduction

The asset management industry has grown considerably in advanced and emerging
market economies over the last years1 . The growth of assets under management by
asset firms has also raised the concern about the potential risks that they present
to financial stability. Mutual funds oﬀer a diversified and liquid investment to retail
and institutional investors as an alternative to bank deposits. Nonetheless, they are
not guaranteed by a deposit insurance fund and due to liquidity mismatches they are
subject to runs, especially those funds that oﬀer daily liquidity and invest in less liquid
assets.
In this work, I study the run on some mutual funds during the financial crisis in
Brazil. Following the default of Lehman Brothers on September 2008, small banks that
had relied on wholesale funding were severely impacted by the increased risk aversion of
institutional investors. They experienced a considerable outflow of term deposits while
large banks that were perceived to be “too big to fail” increased their deposit balances
(Oliveira et al., 2015). I study the impact of this negative liquidity shock on the mutual
fund sector. I investigate whether the run on some funds can be explained by their
holdings of deposits of banks aﬀected by the financial crisis. Then, I study how mutual
funds exposed to small banks changed their portfolio after the shock and whether the
1

IMF (2015) presents a detailed assessment of the global asset management industry during the
last decade.
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extended guarantee to new wholesale term deposits has altered the portfolio allocations
of funds.
Unlike banks that are financed mostly by deposits and face liquidity and solvency
risks, funds issue shares. Losses due to the collapse of an investment fund are born by
investors. However, due to their size and interconnections to other financial institutions, mutual funds may play a role in the propagation of financial shocks. Channels
of contagion2 arise mainly by the role of mutual funds in funding banks through repurchase agreements, deposits or holdings of securities issued by financial institutions.
Interconnections through bank funding are particularly important in the United States
where MMFs are the largest provider of short-term funding to financial institutions
(Kacperczyk and Schnabl, 2013).
I start the analysis by studying the drivers of fund flows. Previous studies have
shown that flows are positively related to recent past performance (Chen et al., 2010;
Ferreira et al., 2012; Lou, 2012; Goldstein et al., 2017). These studies also have shown
that because investors invest in funds with strong past performance more intensely than
they redeem shares of poorly performing funds, the shape of the relationship between
fund flows and performance is convex.
Our analysis of the flow-performance relationship is motivated by the implications
of investors behavior to financial stability since asset managers may take on risk to
increase fund inflows. Second, there is a large literature examining flows of U.S. equity
mutual funds, but there is little research on flows of bond/index funds or for countries
other than the U.S.3 . I aim to fill this gap by examining a large set of mutual funds
from Brazil. The sample consists of more than 1,000 open-ended funds with diﬀerent
investment strategies, for retail and professional investors, over the period January
2007 to December 2016.
Consistent with the literature, I find that fund inflows are positively related to
recent past performance. I show that past performance predicts inflows in funds for
retail investors, but the results are not significant for professional investors. I also
find that flows of funds for retail investors respond more intensely to simple returns
adjusted to benchmark than more elaborate measures of return.
2
Other channels could arise through price contagion when funds’ fire sales of certain illiquid assets
exert downward price pressures in other asset markets (Manconi et al., 2012; Hau and Lai, 2017).
Interconnections through ownership is another important source of risk since bank and insurance
groups are the major owners of asset management firms. During the financial crisis, banks provided
financial support to distressed entities with which they had a relationship to avoid the reputational
risk that could aﬀect their business, even though they did not have any contractual obligation to do
so (Segura, 2018).
3
Goldstein et al. (2017) study flows in U.S. corporate bond mutual funds and Ferreira et al. (2012)
study flows in equity funds across 28 countries, which do not include Brazil.
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I further analyze the eﬀect of large outflows on fund performance. Our interest in
the impact of outflows on fund returns derives from the redemption risk that funds
are exposed to since they oﬀer to investors almost daily liquidity while investing in
less liquid assets. This liquidity mismatch creates a first-mover advantage similar to
the mechanism behind the Diamond and Dybvig (1983) model of bank runs. Such
advantage is more pronounced in funds that invest in illiquid assets because of the cost
of selling those assets. In liquid funds, such as short-term bond funds, I do not expect
to see any significant damage to future fund performance due to large outflows.
I find that outflows of more than 10% of the total net assets (TNA) aﬀected the
returns of the funds in the following month. This eﬀect is significant for equity funds
and to a lesser degree for fixed income funds. I do not find a significant eﬀect of
large outflows on returns of funds for professional investors. These results confirm the
hypothesis that illiquid funds are more aﬀected by large outflows than funds that invest
in liquid assets. Moreover, professional investors are less aﬀected by the action of other
investors because they hold a large fraction of the fund’s TNA and, consequently, the
negative externality imposed by withdrawals of other investors is weaker in professional
oriented funds (Chen et al., 2010).
The previous results confirm the main stylized facts that emerge from studies of the
flow-performance relationship such as the dependence of fund flows on past performance
and the importance of other non–performance related variables like fund size and age to
explain fund flows. To examine the eﬀect of the small banks distress on mutual funds,
I concentrate on the crisis period that starts with the default of Lehman Brothers and
ends with the introduction of term deposits with an extended guarantee to institutional
investors. I find that funds exposed to certificates of deposit and securities issued by
these banks experienced larger outflows. Bearing in mind the diﬀerences in size and
development of the mutual fund sectors, the origins of the run in Brazil are quite similar
to two runs on Money Market Funds4 (MMFs) that happened in the U.S.. The first one
occurred following the default of Lehman when investors ran on MMFs due to concerns
about their holdings of risky assets such as commercial papers issued by financial
institutions5 . The second episode occurred during the 2011 European sovereign debt
crisis when investors ran on MMFs with large exposures to risky Eurozone banks
4

MMF is a type of mutual fund that is required by regulation to invest exclusively in short-term,
high rated debt securities.
5
To stop the run and the contagion to other markets, the U.S. government announced an explicit
deposit insurance covering all investments in MMFs made prior to Lehman’s default and days later
the Federal Reserve started to purchase commercial papers directly. Eventually, the blanket guarantee
on investments and other measures stopped the run on MMFs, but at the cost of transferring the risk
of US$3 trillion invested in MMFs to the government (Kacperczyk and Schnabl, 2010).
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(Chernenko and Sunderam, 2014).
To examine the extent to which fund returns were aﬀected by their asset holdings,
I compare the returns of funds with diﬀerent exposures to small banks. I find that a
1 percentage point (p.p.) increase in the fund exposure to small banks as the share of
fund’s total net assets leads to a reduction in fund’s excess return over a benchmark
by almost 0.60 p.p., which is economically significant.
In the midst of the 2007-2009 financial crisis, several countries – e.g. Australia,
Germany, and Ireland – introduced unlimited coverage on retail deposits while others –
e.g. Austria, the Netherlands, and the U.S. – increased the coverage substantially (Allen
et al., 2015). In Brazil, the Deposit Insurance Fund extended the guarantee to new
term deposits of institutional investors. The extended deposit guarantee was eﬀective
in reducing deposit withdrawals from small banks, preventing bank failures that could
have destabilized the financial system at that time. Hence, I study how fund portfolios
changed after Lehman’s default and the increase of the deposit coverage limit. I find
evidence that banks first reduced (increased) their holdings of certificates of deposit
of small (large) banks and then increased (reduced) their exposure to small (large)
banks after the deposit guarantee extension. This result is to some extent contrary
to Strahan and Tanyeri (2015) that show the government guarantee of all U.S. money
market investor claims in 2008 did not lead to increased risk taking (measured by the
sum of commercial paper and non-deposit-bank obligations as a percentage of assets)
by fund managers.
Although there was anecdotal evidence of the run on funds with a more diversified
portfolio (Mesquita and Torós, 2010) and that depositors ran on small banks after
Lehman’s default (Oliveira et al., 2015), this work makes an important contribution
by documenting the impact of the financial crisis on the mutual fund sector in Brazil.
First, the results confirm the dependence of fund flows on past returns and the impact
of large outflows on future performance. Both investors’ behaviors have implications
to financial stability since asset managers are encouraged to take on risk to increase
fund flows and investors may run and amplify shocks due to the first-mover advantage.
Second, my results oﬀer a detailed analysis of fund flows and portfolio allocations
during the financial crisis. I show that funds exposed to small banks suﬀered larger
outflows when compared to non-exposed funds. Returns of funds exposed to small
banks were also negatively aﬀected. In addition, funds reduced risk taking (measured
as the share of fund’s total assets invested in certificates of deposit of small banks) after
Lehman’s default and increased risk taking after the extension of the deposit guarantee
to wholesale term deposits.
To conclude, my results contribute to the literature on the consequences of Lehman’s
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default across markets. Although I do not aim to assess whether financial intermediation through asset management firms makes the financial system more unstable, my
findings suggest that as the banking system and the mutual funds become more interconnected, fund’s asset holdings may become a key channel of shock transmission.
The organization of the chapter is as follows. Section 4.2 describes the main regulations that apply to mutual funds in Brazil and how funds were aﬀected by the financial
crisis. Section 4.3 describes the data employed in the study. Section 4.4 presents the
empirical methodology and Section 4.5 describes the main results. In Section 4.6 I
carry out some robustness checks and Section 4.7 concludes.

4.2

Institutional background: The mutual fund sector

Brazil has the largest mutual fund sector among the emerging market economies, accounting for 3% of total assets under management by funds6 , as of 2014 (IMF, 2015).
The growth of funds has been particularly pronounced during the past decade in which
assets under management by mutual funds have grown by 70%. Funds’ assets reached
R$3.4 trillions in December 2016, which represent 56% of the country’s GDP or 163% of
banking deposits. There are more than a thousand mutual funds available to investors,
managed by an equally large number of asset management firms7 .
Asset managers play an important role in the operation of mutual funds. They are
responsible for choosing the fund’s portfolio, trading of securities and managing risks in
accordance to the fund’s investment policy and regulations. Although end investors are
the owners of the fund’s assets in the proportion of the shares that they hold, investment
decisions are delegated to asset managers, leaving investors with limited control over
the fund’s portfolio or risk taking. Asset managers are either an independent firm or
a firm owned by a banking group. In Brazil, the mutual fund sector is dominated by
asset management firms owned by banking groups. They manage the largest share of
mutual funds’ assets, although the importance of independent firms is growing.
At the individual fund level, potential risks to the financial stability are limited
since most of the funds are low-leveraged, “plain vanilla” investment products. Due to
the high government interest rates, funds allocate 47% of their portfolios in government
bonds, 25% in repurchase agreements with financial institutions, 13% in certificates of
6

U.S. and Europe account for 49% and 31% of mutual funds’ total assets, respectively.
Statistics of Section 4.2 are based on Anbima - Statistics of investment
(http://www.anbima.com.br/pt_br/informar/estatisticas/fundos-de-investimento/
fi-consolidado-historico.htm)
7

funds
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deposit or debt securities issued by financial institutions and 8% in stocks (Figure 4.1),
as of December 2016. Nonetheless, mutual funds are connected to the banking sector
by various channels. Most asset management firms are owned by banks and mutual
funds are an important source of funding for the banking sector as well as revenue for
banking groups.

4.2.1

The regulatory framework

The mutual fund sector is regulated and supervised by the Brazilian Securities and
Exchange Commission (Comissão de Valores Mobiliários – CVM ). To limit the potential risks for investors, the main regulation8 that applies to publicly oﬀered funds
restricts fund holdings to a range of asset classes (e.g. equities, government bonds,
corporate bonds, certificates of deposit, and foreign assets) and determines that a fund
should be classified in one of the following fund categories in accordance to its investment style and portfolio: equity, fixed-income, balanced or asset allocation funds9 , or
foreign exchange funds. Fixed-income funds invest primarily in government bonds,
repurchase agreements and certificates of deposit or securities issued by financial institutions. This category includes both bond funds that invest exclusively in short-term
government bonds or other low-risk debt securities, which make them similar to U.S.
money market funds, and long-term, index-based funds that track a benchmark index.
Equity funds should invest at least 67% of their assets in stocks. Balanced funds are
generally actively managed funds that keep a diversified portfolio, investing in stocks,
government and corporate bonds, derivatives, and other less liquid assets. Finally, foreign exchange funds are a category of funds that invest in assets where the main risk
factor is due to changes in the currency exchange rates such as funds that track the
U.S. dollar exchange rates. Figure (4.1) shows the total net assets (TNA) in each of
the four categories of funds. The main categories are the fixed-income and balanced
funds. They correspond to 67% and 27% of the TNA of the fund sector as of December
2016, respectively.
The use of derivatives and leverage is limited for all fund categories with the exception of balanced funds. In addition, regardless of fund category, mutual funds should
follow rules regarding concentration of investments in a single issuer and in a single
asset class. The limits per issuer establish that a fund may invest up to 20% of its
assets in securities issued by a single financial institution, up to 10% in securities issued
8

Instrução CVM no 555, de 17 de Dezembro de 2014.
In Brazil, funds with a diversified portfolio of investments across various asset classes are known
as multi-market funds.
9
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Figure 4.1: Total net assets (TNA) of mutual funds by fund category (left) and by underlying asset (right), from 2007 to 2016.

by a single publicly traded company, and up to 5% by other issuers. As a general rule,
a fund may invest up to 20% of its total assets in each class of financial assets. Concentration limits per issuer and per asset class do not apply for investments in government
bonds. Rules regarding the disclosure of information determine that investors should
be informed about funds’ portfolio holdings. Asset managers have up to 30 days to
disclose detailed information about portfolio holdings for fixed-income funds and up to
90 days for other fund categories.
Mutual funds usually charges management and performance fees. Management fees
were on average 1.02% for fixed-income funds and 2.07% for equity funds in December
2016. They can charge purchase and redemption fees although such fees are not common. Funds usually establish a time period after the investor places a redemption order
to calculate the share price, which depends on the fund’s net asset value of the day,
and to pay investors for their shares. Investors pay income tax every six months (May
and November) on interests received from government bonds and other debt securities
or when they sell fund’s shares. Income tax rates depend on the fund’s underlying
assets and investment term.

4.2.2

The financial crisis and the mutual fund sector

Brazil was not aﬀected by the global financial crisis until the bankruptcy of Lehman
in September 2008. Up to that date, Brazil as other emerging economies experienced
a robust economic growth fueled by high commodity prices and good macroeconomic
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conditions. However, following Lehman’s failure, growth decelerated and the financial
system was impacted by the increased risk aversion of market participants. Although
Brazilian banks were not exposed to U.S. mortgage backed securities, the funding of
small and medium-sized banks was aﬀected by concerns about the liquidity and solvency of them. Their deposits decreased by almost 20% during the crisis and interbank
lending was also reduced. On the other hand, large banks received an extra inflow of
deposits. Oliveira et al. (2015) analyze the run on small banks’ deposits and show it is
explained by the depositors’ perception of an implicit government guarantee of “toobig-to-fail” institutions and not by bank fundamentals. The authors also show that
mutual funds reduced their holdings of certificates of deposit (CDs) issued by small
banks while increased CDs issued by large ones.
To restore the confidence on small financial institutions the Central Bank of Brazil
and the Deposit Insurance Fund took a number of measures aimed at providing liquidity
to banks and averting the risk of a systemic crisis. These measures included liquidity
provisions in dollar using the foreign exchange reserves, updating of the regulation
regarding the central bank’s role as lender of last resort, and reduction of reserve
requirements of large banks for purchases of assets of smaller institutions (Mesquita
and Torós, 2010). Although these measures increased the liquidity of institutions, small
banks were still suﬀering deposit outflows. So, in the end of March 2009, the Deposit
Insurance Fund introduced a special term deposit with an extended guarantee of up
to R$20 million. The increased coverage for new deposits had a great eﬀect on small
banks that were perceived as less solid by depositors and bank deposits started to
grow again. These deposits with an extended guarantee became a significant source of
funding for small banks and avoided bank failures that could destabilize the banking
sector at that time.
The mutual fund sector was also aﬀected by the financial crisis. Figure (4.2) shows
the evolution of TNA of funds for retail and professional investors during the crisis. The net flow of funds for retail investors was negative in 2008 after five years of
strong growth. TNA started to decline after May 2008 and presented a steeper decline in September 2008 whereas funds for professional investors10 did not experience
large outflows. This behavior is consistent with previous studies that show flows of
funds for sophisticated investors are less sensitive to past performance or to market
conditions (see e.g. Frazzini and Lamont, 2008 and Goldstein et al., 2017). However,
Strahan and Tanyeri (2015) and Schmidt et al. (2016) found that immediately after
Lehman’s default, U.S. MMFs for retail investors experienced only minor redemptions
10

Professional investors are institutional investors such as pension and investment funds or investors
with investments of more than R$1 million.
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Figure 4.2: Total net assets (TNA) of mutual funds for retail and professional investors,
from January 2008 to December 2009.

when compared to funds for institutional investors.
The performance of funds was also negatively aﬀected by the crisis. Large negative
returns occurred in 2008, though in 2009 the mean excess return over benchmark was
positive in almost every month and the standard deviation of excess returns decreased
significantly (Figure 4.3).

4.3

Data and summary statistics

I obtain the data from two sources: the CVM Open Data Portal and the Central Bank
of Brazil. Fund-level data on the universe of active mutual funds is from CVM, which
include TNA, share price, redemptions and number of investors. In conjunction with
the register of all mutual funds, it is possible to identify the fund’s asset manager, fund
category and other characteristics of the fund.
I also collect detailed information of fund asset holdings at the end of the year from
2007 to 2009. Mutual fund must disclose their portfolio holdings with a delay of up
to 90 days. The data contains information on financial assets, issuers and counterparties. Funds invest mainly in government bonds and repurchase agreements backed
by government bonds. However, I focus on holdings of assets originated by financial
institutions because the government debt market was not aﬀected by the crisis. Among
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Figure 4.3: Mean fund excess returns over benchmark (left) and standard deviation of excess returns (right) of mutual funds for retail and professional investors, from
January 2008 to December 2009.

assets originated by the financial sector, funds invest mainly in certificates of deposit
and bank debt securities.
The second source of information is the monthly balance sheet data of banks or
banking groups provided by the central bank. The data is reported on a consolidated
basis and I select all banking groups that manage funds through their asset management
firms.
The monthly fund-level data and banks’ balance sheet data cover the period from
January 2007 to December 2016. I restrict the sample to publicly oﬀered funds that
are classified in one of the following CVM categories: equity, fixed-income or balanced
funds. I exclude foreign exchange funds because this fund category represents less
than 1% of the TNA of the fund sector. I also exclude from the analysis funds-offunds, closed-end funds, funds set up exclusively to a single professional investor, and
funds with less than R$10 million in assets.
To ensure that there are suﬃcient observations to calculate risk-adjusted performance measures, I exclude funds with less than 24 monthly observations. In December
2016, there were 1,479 mutual funds managed by 331 asset management firms in the
final sample. Total net assets of these funds amount to R$2,178 billion, compared to
R$3,217 billion of the initial sample.
To identify all asset management firms that are owned by banks, I proceed in two
steps. First, I identify asset managers that are part of banking groups using the list
of all regulated financial institutions operating in the country provided by the Central
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Bank of Brazil. This method works for the majority of cases when the fund’s manager
is a regulated subsidiary of a bank such as a securities firm. However, if the fund’s
manager is an entity not regulated by the central bank, it can still be controlled by
a bank. Based on the names of the asset manager and the fund’s service provider or
administrator11 , I identify an additional small set of asset management firms that are
owned by banks. I compare manager and administrator names because banks usually
use financial institutions that are part of their banking group – and are regulated by
the central bank – to be the fund’s administrator12 . In the end, I identify 41 asset
managers owned by banking groups managing 88.3% of the TNA of the sample as of
December 2016. Asset management firms that I could not identify as part of a banking
group by neither methods were classified as independent. I identify 290 independent
asset managers responsible for 11.7% of the TNA of the sample.
Table 4.1 shows summary statistics of the mutual funds that belong to the three
main fund categories (equity, fixed income and balanced funds). I partition the sample
in funds for retail and for professional investors. The sample is from January 2007
to December 2016 and there are on average 1349 (s.d. = 327) funds in each month.
Fixed income is the largest fund category with funds much larger than funds of other
categories. Although equity funds are smaller than fixed income funds, they have the
largest number of investors. The age of funds is approximately 5 to 7 years in the
three fund categories. The average flow of funds ranges from 0.3% of the fund’s TNA
in balanced funds for retail investors to 3.98% of the fund’s TNA in fixed income
funds for professional investors. Fixed income funds have the higher mean raw returns.
However, the average monthly gross returns of funds (not taking into account fund
fees) are only slightly higher than benchmark rates in the three fund categories.

11
Funds rely on service providers or administrators, either a subsidiary of a banking group or an
independent institution, to carry out operational and administrative activities. In many cases, the
asset manager and the administrator are the same financial institution.
12
This method would not work if asset manager names were completely diﬀerent from the names
of their owners/administrators. However, it seems that asset manager names are chosen to closely
reflect the underlying controller name. For instance, the asset manager “Credit Suisse Hedging-Griﬀo
Wealth Management S.A.” is not an institution regulated by the central bank and I am not able to
identify the asset manager as bank-owned in the first step. The administrator of the family of funds
is “Credit Suisse Hedging-Griﬀo Corretora de Valores S.A.” which is a regulated securities firm part
of the Credit Suisse banking group. Hence, based on the manager and the administrator names, this
asset manager is classified as bank-owned in the second step.
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Table 4.1: Summary statistics of the sample of mutual funds.
The table presents mean, median, 25% and 75% quartiles, and standard deviation of fund variables within each fund category
(equity, fixed-income and balanced funds) of funds for retail and professional investors, from January 2007 to December 2016.
The sample is restricted to open-end funds, funds with a minimum of 24 continuous monthly observations of returns, and
funds with more than R$10 million in assets.
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4.4. Empirical methodology

4.4
4.4.1

Empirical methodology
Flows and fund performance

Many studies have shown that fund flows are highly dependent on past performance
(see e.g. Ferreira et al. 2012). The dependence of flows on past performance is weaker
for bond funds and stronger for equity funds (Goldstein et al., 2017). These studies
also have shown that because investors invest in funds with strong past performance
more intensely than they redeem shares of poorly performing funds, the relationship
between fund flows and performance is non-linear. Huang et al. (2007) present a model
to explain the asymmetric response of fund flows to past performance and the eﬀect
of several fund characteristics on the flow-performance relationship. The model relies
on two main assumptions regarding investor behaviour: fund flows pursue past performance due to investors’ Bayesian updating process, and investors face information cost
of collection and analyzing information about funds and transaction cost of purchasing and redeeming fund shares. These costs can lead to diﬀerential responses of fund
flows at diﬀerent performance levels which explain variations in the flow-performance
relationship in the cross-section of funds.
Hence, to investigate the flow-performance relationship, I calculate the net flow of
a fund i as:
Inf lowit − Outf lowit
F lowit =
,
T N Ait
where Inf lowit is the amount invested and Outf lowit is the amount withdrawn from
fund i, over the month t. T N Ait is the total net asset value of the fund at the end of
month t13 . I winsorize fund flows at the 1% level to reduce the influence of outliers in
the results.
Previous studies have shown that other variables are important to explain fund
flows besides past performance. I include variables to measure market conditions and
fund characteristics such as size, age and number of investors and run the following
regression:
(4.1)

F lowit = α + β0 P erfi,t−1 + β1 M arketV olt + γFundControlit + �it ,

where P erfi,t−1 is performance of fund i measured by either the excess return over
13
It is standard in the literature to calculate the flow indirectly as (T N Ait − T N Ai,t−1 (1 +
Retit ))/T N Ai,t−1 , which measures the growth in TNA net of dividends and capital gains on assets under management. Since I have data on fund inflows and outflows, I could calculate the net flow
directly.
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benchmark or the Sharpe ratio14 . The M arketV olt measures the market conditions
in month t which may aﬀect the flow of funds. F undControlit is a vector of variables
of fund characteristics that aﬀect the flow of funds as shown by previous literature.
The coeﬃcient of interest is β0 , which measures the sensitivity of fund flows to past
performance. I expect the coeﬃcient to be positive if past performance attracts flows
into the fund after controlling for market conditions and fund characteristics.
I test three variables to measure the global and the local market conditions: the
VIX15 , which is usually used as measure of global risk aversion; the JP Morgan Emerging Markets Bond Index (EMBI) for Brazil that measures the spread of sovereign debt
over US treasuries; and the monthly variance of the Brazilian real-dollar exchange rate.
In addition, I include a dummy variable for the crisis period (Crisist ), equal to one
from September 2008 to March 2009, and zero otherwise. In the vector of fund control
variables, I include the size of the fund (Sizeit ) in log of its total net assets (TNA),
fund age (Ageit ) in years since the fund’s inception, and log of the number of investors
in the fund (N umInvit ). To control for asset manager characteristics, I include the log
of manager’s total assets under management. I also include interaction variables of the
fund size and fund age with the performance measure.
Funds are subject to redemption risk because they oﬀer daily liquidity while investing in less liquid assets. After large outflows, funds need to conduct costly trades to
adjust their portfolio. First, asset managers can use cash buﬀers or sell more liquid
assets. Then, managers sell less liquid assets possible at a discount, which may damage future returns. If the transaction costs are born by the remaining investors, the
incentive for each individual investor to stay in the fund is reduced (Chen et al., 2010).
Therefore, to investigate whether large outflows damage future fund returns, the
following model is estimated:

(4.2)

P erfit = α+β0 Outf lowi,t−1 +

j=6
�

βj P erfi,t−j + β7 M arketV olt

j=1

+ γFundControlit + �it ,
where P erfit is alternatively the excess return over benchmark or the Sharpe ratio. As
in Chen et al. (2010), Outf low is an indicator variable equal to one if the net flow is
14

The common benchmark rate used for fixed income and balanced funds is the Brazilian interbank
deposit rate known as CDI and for equity funds is the Ibovespa, which is the leading indicator of
Brazilian stocks listed on the BM&FBovespa. The Sharpe ratio is the risk-adjusted performance
measure given by: (r̄it − rf t )/σit , where r̄it is the mean fund’s return, rf t is the risk-free return rate
and σit is standard deviation of the fund’s return. Means and standard deviavitions were computed
using a 12 months window.
15
Chicago Board Options Exchange Market Volatility Index.
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lower than -10% of the fund’s TNA. I include the lags of returns up to six months in
the regression to control for past fund returns. Our coeﬃcient of interest is β0 , which
measures the impact of large outflows on future fund returns. I expect the coeﬃcient to
be negative if large outflow aﬀects future fund returns after controlling for past returns
and fund characteristics.

4.4.2

Mutual funds and the banking sector during the financial crisis

The financial crisis was an extreme event and so, I expect to observe a completely
diﬀerent interaction between asset managers and investors during that time. Therefore,
the analysis of the large sample that consists mostly of calm periods may reduce the
ability to explain the run on some funds. For this reason, I focus on the period from
January 2008 to March 2009, which includes the exogenous liquidity shock on small
banks caused by Lehman’s default and ends with the introduction of term deposits
with a special guarantee in March 2009. The guarantee of the deposit insurance fund
for large term deposits of institutional investors contributed to stop the outflow of
deposits from small banks.
Our main objective is to explain the run on some funds during the crisis. The
outflow of those funds may be explained by their recent past performance or by their
asset holdings. Investors could have run on funds with low returns or because they
were concerned about investments of funds in certificates of deposit or other securities
issued by banks that were aﬀected by the liquidity crisis following the Lehman’s default.
Investors have data on past fund returns, but they usually do not have accurate and
timely data on the composition of a fund’s portfolio. However, investors can infer the
fund’s asset holdings from past portfolio disclosures which contain detailed information
on the composition of the portfolio, issuers and counterparties of financial assets and
are published with a delay of up to 90 days.
Fund flows and returns may be endogenously related to fund asset holdings. To
solve this endogeneity problem and answer whether the run on funds is explained by
their underlying assets, I use the financial crisis as a negative liquidity shock that
aﬀected mainly small banks. There is no evidence that the shock was anticipated by
asset managers when they invested in certificates of deposit or securities issued by
small financial institutions prior to Lehman’s default. As a result, funds with a larger
amount of financial assets originated by small banks are expected to be more aﬀected
by the shock. This makes holdings of small banks’ assets a good proxy to measure the
individual fund’s exposure to the increased risk aversion of market participants.
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Hence, to study the eﬀect of the shock on the mutual fund sector, I proceed in the
following ways: First, I show the eﬀect of holdings of deposits and obligations of small
banks on the flow of funds. I expect that funds with more assets originated by small
banks in their portfolios will experience larger redemptions since those assets were
considered risky during the crisis. Second, I study whether holdings of small banks’
assets aﬀect the performance of funds. I expect that returns of funds with a higher
exposure to small banks will be lower because asset managers had to conduct costly
trades to adjust fund’s portfolio and reduce risk exposures. Finally, I focus on how
funds reallocated their portfolio holdings of risky assets to face outflows. I expect to
see a reduction in certificates of deposit of small banks following Lehman’s default and
an increase after the change in the deposit coverage limit.
To study the eﬀect of small banks’ asset holdings on the flow of funds following Lehman’s default, I apply a Diﬀerence-in-Diﬀerences (DiD) estimation in which
RiskyAssetsi is a treatment variable. More specifically, I estimate the following regression model:
(4.3)

F lowit = β0 Crisist + β1 Crisist × RiskyAssetsi + γFundControlit
+ νi + �it ,

where F lowit is the net flow into fund i in month t. Crisist is an indicator variable
equal to one for the post-crisis period (September 2008 to March 2009) and zero for the
pre-crisis period (January to August 2008). It controls for any time eﬀects common
to all funds independently of their exposure to the shock. RiskyAssetsi is used to
measure fund i’s exposure to small banks in December 2007. The variable controls
for diﬀerences between funds with diﬀerent levels of exposure to small banks. I am
interested in the coeﬃcient β1 of the interaction between Crisist and RiskyAssetsi .
It gives the average DiD eﬀect that measures the diﬀerence in the average fund flows
after the shock for funds with diﬀerent levels of exposure to small banks.
The variable RiskyAssetsi is calculated as the fraction of a fund’s total assets
invested in certificates of deposit and other securities issued by small banks before the
crisis. I opt for a continuous treatment variable to compare the eﬀect of a change in
the level of exposure to small banks. I also test a binary variable equal to one if the
fund has invested in assets of small banks. F undControlit is a vector of fund variables
that includes fund’s asset size, fund age, number of investors in the fund and the size
of manager’s assets under management. I also include fund returns because fund flows
is expected to be correlated to the performance of the fund. I add fund fixed eﬀects
represented by νi to account for time invariant fund-specific influences.
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4.4. Empirical methodology
Instead of estimating Equation (4.3) using monthly data, I collapse the data and
take the average of the pre- and post-shock periods. This procedure has the advantage
of smoothing out variation and it produces consistent standard errors (Bertrand et al.,
2004). Besides, the validity of the identification strategy rests on the assumption of
parallel trends between treatment and control groups. That is, trends in flows of funds
exposed to assets originated by small banks and of funds not exposed to these assets
would be the same in the absence of the shock. In Section 4.6 I report the results of
a number of robustness tests aimed at assessing the validity of the research design. I
show that the diﬀerences in pre-crisis levels and trends of the two fund groups are not
statistically significant.
To study whether the performance of the funds were aﬀected by their holdings of
assets of small banks, I again use a DiD estimation similar to Equation 4.3:
(4.4)

P erfit = β0 Crisist + β1 Crisist × RiskyAssetsi + γFundControlit
+ νi + �it ,

where the dependent variable P erfit is the excess return over benchmark, Crisist is
an indicator variable for the crisis period, and RiskyAssetsi measures the exposure of
fund i to assets originated by small banks. Fund control variables are similar to those
in Equation (4.3). The coeﬃcient of interest is β1 , which measures how the returns of
funds more exposed to small banks were aﬀected by the crisis.
Finally, I investigate how funds adjusted their portfolios in response to Lehman’s
default and later to the introduction of term deposits with an extended guarantee. The
liquidity problems faced by small banks altered significantly the risk-taking incentives
of asset managers. On the other hand, the extended guarantee on term deposits was
eﬀective in restoring the confidence of institutional investors in small banks and their
deposits started to grow again.
Hence, to study how funds adjusted their holdings of risky assets, I extend the
analysis to include data for the period after the increase of the deposit coverage limit.
I only have detailed fund portfolio data for December of the years 2007 to 2009. Due to
these data constraints, the dependent variable (fraction of risky assets) and explanatory
variables are measured by year end observations from 2007 to 2009. I then estimate
the following regression model:
(4.5)

RiskyAssetsit = β0 Crisist + β1 ExtGuaranteet + γFundControlit
+ νi + �it ,
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where the dependent variable (RiskyAssetsit ) measures the fraction of fund’s TNA
invested in certificates of deposit of small banks. I include Crisist , which is an indicator
variable equal to one for the periods after Lehman’s default (i.e. 2008 and 2009) and
zero otherwise, and ExtGuaranteet , which is an indicator variable equal to one for the
period after the extension of guarantees to wholesale term deposits (2009) and zero
otherwise. The vector of control variables is measured as before. I add fund fixed
eﬀects to account for unobserved, time-invariant fund characteristics. I expect to see a
reduction in the fraction of risky assets in the portfolio of funds during the crisis and
then an increase in risk taking because of the deposit guarantee extension.

4.5

Results

In this section, I describe the main empirical results. First, I study the drivers of fund
flows and the performance of funds after large outflows using monthly observations
from January 2007 to December 2016. I am particularly interested in the eﬀect of fund
returns on flows which may encourage excessive risk taking by asset managers and
the existence of a first-mover advantage which may motivate investor to run. Next,
using a reduced sample, I investigate the behavior of mutual funds during the financial
crisis. Our main interests are in the flow and performance of funds exposed to small
banks through portfolio holdings and how funds reallocate their investments following
Lehman’s default and the increase in term deposit coverage limits.

4.5.1

The flow-performance relationship

I start the analysis showing how the flow of funds is aﬀected by recent past performance.
In Table 4.2, I show the coeﬃcients of Equation (4.1) estimated by pooled OLS and
including fund fixed eﬀects, for the subsample of retail funds in the three fund categories
(equity, fixed-income and balanced funds). In Table 4.3, I show the results for the
subsample of funds for professional investors.
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Fund fixed eﬀ.
Observations
R2

Constant

SR × Aget

SR × F undSizet

Ret × Aget

Ret × F undSizet

log M anagerSizet

log N umInvt

Aget

log F undSizet

Crisist

V IXt

SharpeRatiot−1

ReturnExcesst−1

Fund category

-4.611∗∗∗
(0.735)
N
23400
0.016

0.022∗∗∗
(0.008)
-2.161∗∗∗
(0.304)
0.313∗∗∗
(0.041)
-0.121∗∗∗
(0.011)
0.112∗∗∗
(0.018)
-0.077∗∗∗
(0.018)
0.008
(0.032)
-0.008∗∗∗
(0.002)

(1)
0.141∗∗∗
(0.027)

Equity
(2)
(3)
0.123∗∗∗
(0.038)
0.321
(0.263)
-0.058∗∗∗ 0.032∗∗∗
(0.012)
(0.010)
-1.166∗∗∗ -2.216∗∗∗
(0.337)
(0.336)
1.029∗∗∗ 0.204∗∗∗
(0.291)
(0.056)
-0.763∗∗∗ -0.125∗∗∗
(0.068)
(0.014)
-1.372∗∗∗
0.034
(0.317)
(0.022)
0.331
-0.059∗∗
(0.256)
(0.024)
0.019
(0.031)
-0.007∗∗
(0.003)
-1.282∗∗∗
(0.363)
-0.018
(0.022)
-13.146∗ -2.853∗∗∗
(6.901)
(0.995)
Y
N
23400
13384
0.048
0.013
-1.515∗∗∗
(0.443)
-0.003
(0.020)
-10.114
(8.980)
Y
13384
0.029

0.222
(0.239)
-0.019
(0.014)
-1.519∗∗∗
(0.364)
0.708∗
(0.404)
-0.725∗∗∗
(0.101)
-1.246∗∗∗
(0.396)
0.382
(0.336)

(4)

-10.287∗∗∗
(0.932)
N
34405
0.013

0.021
(0.013)
-1.173∗∗
(0.484)
0.616∗∗∗
(0.045)
-0.209∗∗∗
(0.014)
0.128∗∗∗
(0.033)
-0.071∗∗
(0.036)
0.528∗∗∗
(0.074)
-0.075∗∗∗
(0.017)

(5)
0.611∗∗∗
(0.141)

Fixed income
(6)
(7)
0.557∗
(0.313)
-0.016
(0.029)
0.021
0.040∗∗
(0.015)
(0.016)
-1.130∗∗
-1.689∗∗∗
(0.558)
(0.562)
3.036∗∗∗
0.648∗∗∗
(0.350)
(0.061)
-0.390∗∗∗
-0.218∗∗∗
(0.065)
(0.019)
-2.093∗∗∗
0.070
(0.323)
(0.045)
0.069
-0.080
(0.386)
(0.049)
0.534∗∗
(0.226)
-0.068∗
(0.038)
0.014∗
(0.008)
0.001
(0.000)
-50.780∗∗∗ -10.756∗∗∗
(9.479)
(1.271)
Y
N
34405
19230
0.020
0.011
0.012∗
(0.007)
0.001∗
(0.001)
-63.812∗∗∗
(11.717)
Y
19230
0.020

-0.018
(0.028)
0.045∗∗
(0.018)
-1.804∗∗∗
(0.588)
3.504∗∗∗
(0.456)
-0.453∗∗∗
(0.085)
-2.564∗∗∗
(0.430)
0.314
(0.462)

(8)

-5.504∗∗∗
(0.955)
N
23006
0.029

-0.067∗∗∗
(0.014)
-2.547∗∗∗
(0.515)
0.483∗∗∗
(0.054)
-0.240∗∗∗
(0.017)
-0.003
(0.033)
-0.091∗∗∗
(0.029)
-0.018
(0.019)
-0.029∗∗
(0.014)

(9)
0.732∗∗∗
(0.118)

Balanced
(10)
(11)
0.776∗∗∗
(0.154)
0.035
(0.047)
-0.123∗∗∗ -0.061∗∗∗
(0.019)
(0.018)
-1.717∗∗ -2.340∗∗∗
(0.699)
(0.602)
2.727∗∗∗
0.408∗∗∗
(0.369)
(0.070)
-0.711∗∗∗ -0.274∗∗∗
(0.084)
(0.023)
-1.623∗∗∗
0.009
(0.389)
(0.045)
-0.733∗
-0.032
(0.416)
(0.038)
-0.014
(0.052)
-0.040∗∗
(0.016)
0.049
(0.036)
-0.008
(0.011)
-22.140∗∗∗ -5.387∗∗∗
(8.286)
(1.260)
Y
N
23006
13527
0.046
0.019

0.033
(0.039)
-0.002
(0.010)
0.195
(10.934)
Y
13527
0.025

0.009
(0.043)
-0.100∗∗∗
(0.020)
-1.681∗∗
(0.780)
2.299∗∗∗
(0.450)
-0.757∗∗∗
(0.120)
-2.029∗∗∗
(0.437)
-1.337∗∗
(0.549)

(12)

Table 4.2: The flow-performance relationship of funds for retail investors.
The table presents the results of regressions examining the flow-performance relationship of funds for retail investors from
January 2007 to December 2016. The sample is partitioned by fund categories (equity, fixed-income and balanced funds). The
dependent variable is the net flow to fund i in month t (F lowit ). The explanatory variables are the performance of the fund,
measured by the return over the benchmark (ReturnExcessit ) or the Sharpe ratio (SharpeRatioit ), and variables to control
for fund characteristics. The coeﬃcients in Columns (1),(3),(5),(7),(9) and (11) are estimated by pooled OLS. The coeﬃcients
in Columns (2),(4),(6),(8),(10) and (12) are estimated including fund fixed eﬀects. The table reports robust standard errors
(in parentheses), clustered at the fund level. *, **, *** indicate significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% level, respectively.
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Fund fixed eﬀ.
Observations
R2

Constant

SR × Aget

SR × F undSizet

Ret × Aget

Ret × F undSizet

log M anagerSizet

log N umInvt

Aget

log F undSizet

Crisist

V IXt

SharpeRatiot−1

ReturnExcesst−1

Fund category

-5.910∗∗∗
(0.784)
N
26690
0.012

0.049
(0.009)
-1.538∗∗∗
(0.350)
0.376∗∗∗
(0.039)
-0.187∗∗∗
(0.016)
-0.005
(0.038)
-0.048∗∗
(0.021)
-0.048∗∗∗
(0.013)
-0.006∗∗
(0.003)

∗∗∗

(1)
0.069∗∗∗
(0.018)

Equity
(2)
(3)
0.067∗∗∗
(0.021)
0.084
(0.212)
∗∗
0.026
0.048∗∗∗
(0.012)
(0.012)
-0.874∗∗ -1.377∗∗∗
(0.384)
(0.426)
1.637∗∗∗
0.331∗∗∗
(0.324)
(0.053)
-0.594∗∗∗ -0.207∗∗∗
(0.058)
(0.026)
-0.922∗∗∗
0.026
(0.342)
(0.050)
0.475∗
-0.088∗∗∗
(0.266)
(0.027)
-0.048∗∗∗
(0.015)
-0.007∗∗∗
(0.003)
-0.256
(0.225)
-0.013
(0.042)
-36.158∗∗∗ -4.064∗∗∗
(6.307)
(1.052)
Y
N
26690
15043
0.028
0.012
-0.100
(0.246)
-0.010
(0.041)
-38.311∗∗∗
(7.886)
Y
15043
0.027

0.069
(0.204)
0.039∗∗∗
(0.015)
-0.750
(0.466)
1.653∗∗∗
(0.362)
-0.662∗∗∗
(0.075)
-1.102∗∗∗
(0.392)
0.578∗
(0.343)

(4)

-14.349∗∗∗
(0.853)
N
55429
0.011

0.015
(0.011)
-1.930∗∗∗
(0.458)
1.086∗∗∗
(0.047)
-0.174∗∗∗
(0.015)
0.001
(0.042)
-0.269∗∗∗
(0.029)
0.024∗
(0.014)
-0.007
(0.011)

(5)
0.052
(0.068)

Fixed income
(6)
(7)
0.091
(0.079)
0.003
(0.010)
0.019
0.019
(0.013)
(0.014)
-1.763∗∗∗
-1.761∗∗∗
(0.458)
(0.528)
4.497∗∗∗
1.044∗∗∗
(0.323)
(0.065)
-0.623∗∗∗
-0.218∗∗∗
(0.078)
(0.021)
-1.530∗∗∗
0.000
(0.326)
(0.057)
0.197
-0.260∗∗∗
(0.455)
(0.041)
0.035
(0.023)
-0.015
(0.012)
0.005
(0.007)
0.000
(0.003)
-86.350∗∗∗ -13.336∗∗∗
(11.131)
(1.186)
Y
N
55429
31306
0.031
0.011
0.004
(0.005)
-0.001
(0.003)
-94.338∗∗∗
(14.851)
Y
31306
0.027

0.008
(0.011)
0.022
(0.017)
-1.715∗∗∗
(0.498)
4.348∗∗∗
(0.370)
-0.801∗∗∗
(0.108)
-1.591∗∗∗
(0.397)
0.700
(0.602)

(8)

-6.749∗∗∗
(0.725)
N
88307
0.006

0.006
(0.007)
-0.736∗∗∗
(0.281)
0.582∗∗∗
(0.039)
-0.103∗∗∗
(0.011)
0.077∗∗
(0.037)
-0.197∗∗∗
(0.019)
-0.013
(0.020)
-0.013∗∗
(0.006)

(9)
0.006
(0.030)

Balanced
(10)
(11)
-0.009
(0.021)
-0.011
(0.014)
-0.012
-0.005
(0.008)
(0.009)
-0.107
-0.488
(0.291)
(0.328)
4.361∗∗∗
0.577∗∗∗
(0.258)
(0.053)
-0.520∗∗∗ -0.163∗∗∗
(0.049)
(0.016)
-0.604∗∗
0.099∗
(0.234)
(0.052)
-0.126
-0.194∗∗∗
(0.236)
(0.026)
-0.006
(0.019)
-0.013∗∗∗
(0.002)
-0.037
(0.050)
0.003
(0.003)
-72.662∗∗∗ -6.059∗∗∗
(6.425)
(0.991)
Y
N
88307
49794
0.033
0.006

-0.046
(0.038)
0.004
(0.003)
-68.890∗∗∗
(6.982)
Y
49794
0.029

-0.015
(0.015)
-0.025∗∗
(0.010)
0.179
(0.327)
4.232∗∗∗
(0.311)
-0.669∗∗∗
(0.060)
-0.993∗∗∗
(0.295)
-0.125
(0.266)

(12)

Table 4.3: The flow-performance relationship of funds for professional investors.
The table presents the results of regressions examining the flow-performance relationship of funds for professional investors from
January 2007 to December 2016. The sample is partitioned by fund categories (equity, fixed-income and balanced funds). The
dependent variable is the net flow to fund i in month t (F lowit ). The explanatory variables are the performance of the fund,
measured by the return over the benchmark (ReturnExcessit ) or the Sharpe ratio (SharpeRatioit ), and variables to control
for fund characteristics. The coeﬃcients in Columns (1),(3),(5),(7),(9) and (11) are estimated by pooled OLS. The coeﬃcients
in Columns (2),(4),(6),(8),(10) and (12) are estimated including fund fixed eﬀects. The table reports robust standard errors
(in parentheses), clustered at the fund level. *, **, *** indicate significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% level, respectively.
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4.5. Results
Columns (1), (5) and (9) of Table 4.2 show that an increase in fund returns in excess
to benchmark has a significant eﬀect on fund flows. Balanced funds exhibit stronger
sensitivity of flows to past performance than the other fund categories. For example,
one percentage point increase in lagged average excess return would increase subsequent fund flows by approximately 0.14%, 0.61% and 0.73% in equity, fixed income
and balanced funds, respectively. In Columns (2), (6) and (10), I estimate the model
with fund fixed eﬀects to account for unobserved, time-invariant factors aﬀecting fund
flows as in Gil-Bazo and Ruiz-Verdú (2009). Standard errors are adjusted for heteroskedasticity and clustered at the fund level. The coeﬃcients are slightly lower but
statistically significant, confirming the sensitivity of fund flows to past performance.
Fund flows within the same asset management firm may be correlated across its funds.
To address this concern, I also clustered standard errors at the asset manager level but
both regressions produce similar results (not shown).
In Columns (3-4), (7-8) and (11-12) of Table 4.2, the dependent variable that measures the performance of the fund is the Sharpe ratio. We see that responses of fund
flows to this performance measure are not significant. The results are consistent with
the previous literature on the flow-performance relationship which shows that investors
respond more strongly to simple adjusted returns to benchmark than to more refined
measures of performance (Chen et al., 2010).
In the regressions, I tested three diﬀerent variables to control for market conditions.
The variance of the dollar exchange rate and the VIX produced similar results while
the Embi was not significant in most regressions. I opt to present only the results
using the VIX variable. The indicator variable Crisist , which also accounts for the
change in market conditions during the financial crisis, has a negative and significant
eﬀect on fund flows in all regressions. I find that the size of the fund has a positive
while the age has a negative eﬀect on fund flows. I also find that the coeﬃcients of
the interaction of fund returns with fund age are negative and statistically significant.
This result is consistent with Berk and Green (2004) model, in which investors have
more information about the fund’s performance as the age of the fund increases and,
consequently, flows respond less to past returns.
Table 4.3 presents the results of the regressions examining the flow-performance
relationship of funds for professional investors. Consistent with prior literature, we see
that professional investors are less responsive to past performance than retail investors.
The excess return over benchmark is statistically significant only for the subsample of
equity funds. The coeﬃcients of the performance measure calculated by the Sharpe
ratio are not significant in all fund categories.
In Table 4.4 I investigate if large outflows damage future fund performance. I
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estimate Equation (4.2) by pooled OLS on subsamples partitioned by fund category
and investor base16 . In the previous regressions, I find that flows respond more to
simple adjusted returns and so, the excess return over benchmark is used as the fund’s
performance measure. The results for retail oriented funds are presented in Columns
(1) to (3). I find that large outflows in the past month predict lower returns in the
current month after controlling for past returns. The eﬀect is significant for the three
fund categories, but the magnitude of the estimates are diﬀerent. The results of funds
for professional investors are presented in Columns (4) to (6). Large outflows do not
have a significant eﬀect on future returns of those funds.
Chen et al. (2010) show that large outflows damage future fund performance in
illiquid funds more than in liquid ones. This pattern disappears in funds where the
investor base is composed mostly of large investors. The illiquidity of the underlying
assets could explain the higher negative eﬀect of large outflows on future returns of
equity funds compared to fixed-income funds that invest mainly in government bonds
and repo transactions. However, I could not test this hypothesis because I do not have
detailed data to calculated the liquidity of the underlying assets. Yet the insignificant
coeﬃcients on large outflows in funds for professional investors are consistent with
Chen et al. (2010)’s findings.

4.5.2

The run on mutual funds during the financial crisis

The banking sector and especially small banks were aﬀected by the negative liquidity
shock following the default of Lehman. This section studies the impact of this shock
on flows, returns and portfolio holdings of mutual funds. I focus on funds for retail
investors and consider only fixed income and balanced funds since equity funds have a
negligible exposure to deposits or debt securities issued by banks.
I first analyze the flow of funds that have invested in risky assets during the financial crisis (Equation 4.3). I use a continuous variable (RiskyAssetsi ) to measure the
fraction of fund’s TNA invested in assets of small banks. To address the concern that
the results might be driven by unobserved, time-invariant diﬀerences among funds that
are correlated with their exposure to small banks, I estimate the equation with fund
fixed eﬀects. In Columns (1) to (4) of Table 4.5, I show the results for the sample of
all funds. Column (1) reports simple DiD estimates which yield large negative eﬀects
on the flow of funds. In Column (2), the regression model is extended by including
control variables for the fund characteristics that may aﬀect the outcome of interest
16

I do not estimate Equation (4.2) with fund fixed eﬀect because it would be correlated with the
lagged dependent variable.
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such as fund age and fund returns. The results also imply a substantial impact on the
flow of funds exposed to assets of small banks compared to other funds. Specifically,
in the sample, one percentage point increase in the fraction of fund’s TNA invested in
risky assets as certificates of deposit of small banks leads to a reduction of fund flows
in the order of 0.10 percent. Columns (3) and (4) replace the continuous variable with
an indicator variable (DumRiskyAssetsi ) equal to one for funds that have invested in
assets of small banks. The estimated coeﬃcients are smaller but still significant and
they confirm that investors reduced their exposure to exposed funds. These findings
indicate strong support for the hypothesis that investors fled from funds exposed to
small banks due to concerns on the solvency of those banks.
The inclusion of control variables such as fund age, size, and past performance
influences the estimate of the DiD eﬀect only slightly, which is an indication that the
DiD strategy is sound, since sorting of funds across treatment and control groups is
not predicted by observables.
Columns (5) to (8) of Table 4.5 show the results for the subsample of funds that
invest in assets of banks. As expected, the coeﬃcients on β1 are statistically significant
and moderately higher than the coeﬃcients estimated for the full sample. The preferred estimate of the coeﬃcients, using the continuous treatment variable and control
variables for fund characteristics – Column (6) – implies that on average a fund with a
1 p.p. increase in its exposure to small banks decreased its net flow by approximately
0.30% of the fund’s total net assets.
Next, I study whether the performance of the funds were aﬀected by their holdings
of assets of small banks (Equation 4.4). In Columns (1) and (2) of Table 4.6, I estimate
the impact of the shock on the returns of funds with diﬀerent levels of exposure to small
banks. I include fund fixed eﬀects to account for unobserved, time-invariant fund
characteristics. The vector of fund characteristics controls for diﬀerences in observable
characteristics between the treatment and control groups in both periods. The results
indicate that for fixed income funds 1 p.p. increase in the fraction of holdings of small
bank deposits leads to a decrease in the fund’s excess return over benchmark by nearly
0.59 p.p., which is economically and statistically significant. In Columns (3) and (4),
I use an indicator variable equal to one for funds exposed to small banks. The results
also show that the returns of funds exposed to those banks were negatively aﬀected by
the shock.
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Table 4.4: The impact of large outflows on fund returns.
The table presents the results of regressions examining the impact of large outflows on future fund returns from January 2007 to December 2016. The sample
is partitioned by investor type (retail or professional) and fund category (equity,
fixed-income or balanced funds). The dependent variable is the excess return
over benchmark of fund i in month t (ReturnExcessit ). The explanatory variables are the Outf lowit , which is an indicator variable equal to one if the net
flow is lower than -10% of the fund’s TNA, lagged fund returns and variables to
control for fund characteristics. The coeﬃcients are estimated by pooled OLS.
The table reports robust standard errors (in parentheses). *, **, *** indicate
significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% level, respectively.

Outf lowt−1

Equity
(1)
-0.214∗∗∗
(0.051)

Retail investor
Fixed-Income Balanced
(2)
(3)
-0.043∗∗∗
-0.083∗∗∗
(0.008)
(0.024)

Professional investor
Equity Fixed-Income Balanced
(4)
(5)
(6)
-0.068
0.008
0.037
(0.056)
(0.008)
(0.025)

ReturnExcesst−1

0.044∗∗∗
(0.009)

0.038
(0.023)

0.050∗∗∗
(0.017)

0.022∗∗∗
(0.008)

0.051∗∗∗
(0.015)

0.071
(0.045)

ReturnExcesst−2

-0.031∗∗∗
(0.009)

0.096∗∗∗
(0.021)

0.063∗∗∗
(0.017)

-0.035∗∗∗
(0.008)

0.111∗∗∗
(0.014)

0.087∗∗∗
(0.020)

ReturnExcesst−3

-0.034∗∗∗
(0.009)

0.225∗∗∗
(0.020)

0.012
(0.017)

-0.006
(0.008)

0.192∗∗∗
(0.014)

0.043∗∗
(0.019)

ReturnExcesst−4

0.032∗∗∗
(0.009)

-0.168∗∗∗
(0.018)

-0.018
(0.018)

0.064∗∗∗
(0.008)

-0.109∗∗∗
(0.012)

0.027
(0.019)

ReturnExcesst−5

-0.033∗∗∗
(0.009)

0.076∗∗∗
(0.020)

-0.023
(0.016)

-0.010
(0.008)

0.073∗∗∗
(0.012)

0.003
(0.018)

ReturnExcesst−6

0.025∗∗∗
(0.009)

0.101∗∗∗
(0.020)

0.002
(0.017)

0.034∗∗∗
(0.008)

0.069∗∗∗
(0.012)

0.018
(0.018)

V IXt

0.024∗∗∗
(0.004)

-0.004∗∗∗
(0.001)

-0.014∗∗∗
(0.002)

0.080∗∗∗
(0.004)

-0.002∗∗∗
(0.001)

-0.020∗∗∗
(0.002)

Crisist

-0.312∗
(0.165)

0.111∗∗∗
(0.023)

0.415∗∗∗
(0.074)

-2.238∗∗∗
(0.171)

0.069∗∗∗
(0.026)

0.554∗∗∗
(0.109)

log F undSizet

0.071∗∗∗
(0.022)

0.002
(0.003)

0.060∗∗∗
(0.009)

0.099∗∗∗
(0.021)

0.004
(0.003)

0.022∗∗
(0.011)

Aget

-0.017∗∗∗
(0.005)

-0.001
(0.001)

-0.003
(0.002)

-0.020∗∗∗
(0.006)

-0.002∗∗∗
(0.001)

-0.005∗
(0.003)

log N umInvt

-0.047∗∗∗
(0.010)

-0.009∗∗∗
(0.002)

-0.026∗∗∗
(0.005)

-0.062∗∗∗
(0.019)

-0.010∗∗∗
(0.002)

-0.018
(0.016)

0.008
(0.009)

0.001
(0.002)

-0.009∗∗
(0.004)

-0.018∗∗
(0.008)

0.014∗∗∗
(0.002)

0.003
(0.006)

-1.106∗∗∗
(0.391)
21616
0.012

0.058
(0.055)
32239
0.120

-0.496∗∗∗
(0.161)
21144
0.016

-2.211∗∗∗
(0.385)
24111
0.024

-0.325∗∗∗
(0.067)
50964
0.086

-0.037
(0.208)
80168
0.023

log M anagerSizet
Constant
Observations
R2
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Table 4.5: The flow of funds and holdings of small banks’ assets.
The table presents the results of the DiD estimates of the eﬀect of holdings of
small banks’ assets on fund flows. The dependent variable is the net flow to
fund i in month t (F lowit ). Crisist is an indicator variable equal to 1 for the
post shock period (September 2008 to March 2009) and 0 for the pre shock
period (February to August 2008). RiskyAssetsi measures the fraction of fund
TNAs invested in assets of small banks before the crisis. DumRiskyAssetsi is
an indicator variable equal to one if the fund is exposed to small banks. Columns
(1) to (4) show the results for the sample of all funds and Columns (5) to (8)
show the results for the sample of funds exposed to banks. Standard errors (in
parentheses) are robust to heteroskedasticity and serial correlation, clustered at
the fund level. *, **, *** indicate significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% level,
respectively.

Crisist
Crisist ×
RiskyAssetsi

(1)
-0.037∗∗∗
(0.006)
-0.083∗
(0.046)

All funds
(2)
(3)
-0.146∗∗ -0.036∗∗∗
(0.060)
(0.007)

(4)
-0.148∗∗
(0.060)

-0.103∗∗
(0.044)

Crisist ×
DumRiskyAssetsi

(5)
-0.016∗∗
(0.007)

Funds exposed to banks
(6)
(7)
(8)
-0.128
-0.012
-0.134
(0.089) (0.008) (0.089)

-0.341∗∗∗
(0.116)
-0.012
(0.010)

-0.296∗∗∗
(0.105)

-0.019∗
(0.010)

-0.034∗∗
(0.013)

-0.034∗∗∗
(0.012)

log F undSizet

-0.002
(0.017)

-0.002
(0.017)

-0.005
(0.016)

-0.006
(0.016)

Aget

0.194∗
(0.099)

0.200∗∗
(0.099)

0.194
(0.143)

0.214
(0.144)

log N umInvt

0.004
(0.020)

0.002
(0.021)

0.014
(0.018)

0.011
(0.018)

ReturnExcesst

0.018∗∗
(0.008)

0.018∗∗
(0.008)

0.040∗∗
(0.020)

0.038∗
(0.020)

log M anagerSizet

0.041∗
(0.021)

0.043∗∗
(0.021)

0.126∗∗∗
(0.037)

0.138∗∗∗
(0.037)

Constant
Observations
R2

0.002
(0.003)
956
0.108

-1.805∗∗∗
(0.679)
956
0.157

0.002
(0.003)
956
0.107

-1.870∗∗∗
(0.683)
956
0.157

-0.004
(0.003)
426
0.076

-4.110∗∗∗
(1.001)
426
0.199

-0.005
(0.003)
426
0.074

-4.513∗∗∗
(0.996)
426
0.201
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Table 4.6: The performance of funds and holdings of small banks’ assets.
The table presents the results of the DiD estimates of the eﬀect of holdings of
small banks’ assets on the performance of funds. The dependent variable is the
performance of the fund, measured by the return in excess of the benchmark
(ReturnExcit ). Crisist is an indicator variable equal to 1 for the post shock
period (September 2008 to March 2009) and 0 for the pre shock period (February
to August 2008). RiskyAssetsi measures the fraction of fund TNAs invested in
assets of small banks before the crisis. DumRiskyAssetsi is an indicator variable
equal to one if the fund is exposed to small banks. Columns (1) to (4) show the
results for the sample of all funds and Columns (5) to (8) show the results for the
sample of funds exposed to banks. Standard errors (in parentheses) are robust
to heteroskedasticity and serial correlation, clustered at the fund level. *, **,
*** indicate significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% level, respectively.
Fund category
Crisist

(1)
0.031
(0.041)

All funds
(2)
(3)
-0.273
0.060
(0.464) (0.047)

Crisist ×
RiskyAssetsi

-0.512∗
(0.286)

-0.586∗
(0.299)

(5)
0.042
(0.047)

Funds exposed to banks
(6)
(7)
(8)
-0.923
0.077
-0.976
(0.691)
(0.053)
(0.700)

-0.691∗
(0.382)
-0.166∗∗
(0.070)

Crisist ×
DumRiskyAssetsi

(4)
-0.322
(0.461)

-0.873∗∗
(0.436)

-0.220∗∗∗
(0.074)

-0.159∗
(0.089)

-0.209∗∗
(0.096)

log F undSizet

-0.015
(0.071)

-0.005
(0.072)

-0.051
(0.078)

-0.042
(0.078)

Aget

0.531
(0.755)

0.687
(0.753)

1.573
(1.195)

1.743
(1.232)

log N umInvt

-0.137
(0.086)

-0.161∗
(0.087)

0.057
(0.088)

0.026
(0.079)

log M anagerSizet

0.140
(0.210)

0.158
(0.210)

-0.140
(0.300)

-0.093
(0.295)

-4.976 -0.116∗∗∗
(4.936) (0.020)
956
956
0.017
0.009

-6.216
(5.038)
956
0.027

-4.371 -0.144∗∗∗
(11.744) (0.022)
426
426
0.034
0.016

-6.539
(11.911)
426
0.051

Constant
Observations
R2
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-0.114∗∗∗
(0.020)
956
0.003

-0.143∗∗∗
(0.023)
426
0.005

0.002
(0.003)
-0.001
(0.003)
0.004
(0.004)
0.025
(0.076)
1447
0.025

Aget

log N umInvt

log M anagerSizet

Constant

Observations
R2

0.037
(0.296)
627
0.078

0.009
(0.014)

-0.008
(0.008)

0.003
(0.009)

-0.009
(0.007)

-0.179
(0.129)
1447
0.213

0.008
(0.005)

-0.007
(0.004)

-0.011
(0.004)

0.005
(0.004)

-0.005
(0.003)

log F undSizet

-0.189
(0.381)
627
0.428

0.002
(0.016)

-0.011
(0.009)

-0.004
(0.010)

0.001
(0.008)

-0.042∗∗∗
(0.008)

-0.022∗∗∗
(0.004)

0.012∗
(0.006)

0.006∗∗
(0.003)

ExtGuaranteet

Crisist

Large Bank Deposits
All funds Exposed to banks
(3)
(4)
0.059∗∗∗
0.103∗∗∗
(0.004)
(0.008)

Small Bank Deposits
All funds Exposed to banks
(1)
(2)
-0.012∗∗∗
-0.030∗∗∗
(0.003)
(0.007)

0.007
(0.007)

0.022∗∗∗
(0.007)

0.017∗∗∗
(0.004)
-0.859∗∗∗
(0.099)
1447

0.001
(0.004)
-0.490∗∗∗
(0.099)
1447

-0.000
(0.004)

0.014∗∗∗
(0.005)

0.010∗
(0.005)

-0.003
(0.004)

-0.059∗∗∗
(0.007)

0.023∗∗∗
(0.008)

Small
Large
Tobit
(5)
(6)
-0.043∗∗∗ 0.127∗∗∗
(0.008)
(0.008)

Table 4.7: Changes in portfolio holdings of bank deposits.
The table shows how funds adjusted their portfolios in response to the Lehman’s default and the extension of term deposit
guarantees. The dependent variables are the share of fund’s TNA invested in deposits of small banks (Columns (1) and (2))
and deposits of large banks (Columns (3) and (4)). Crisist is an indicator variable equal to 1 for 2008-2009 period, and 0
otherwise. ExtGuaranteet is an indicator variable equal to 1 for the 2009 period, and 0 otherwise. Columns (1), (3) and (5)
show the results for the sample of all funds and Columns (2),(4) and (6) show the results for the sample of funds exposed to
banks. Columns (5) and (6) show the estimates of a random eﬀects Tobit regression. Standard errors (in parentheses) are
robust to heteroskedasticity and serial correlation. *, **, *** indicate significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% level, respectively.
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In Columns (5) to (8) of Table 4.6, I repeat the same exercise only for funds that
invest in assets originated by banks. I find that funds exposed to small banks have
significantly lower yields in the post shock period relative to other funds. Our findings
support the interpretation of the causal relationship between the exposure of funds to
small banks and the reduction in their yields.
In the previous regressions, I document the significant decrease in flows of funds
exposed to small banks and the reduction in fund yields. Funds that took more risks
before Lehman’s default, compared to funds that had invested in safe assets such as
government bonds for example, experienced larger redemptions. In Equation (4.5), I
study how funds adjusted their portfolios in response to outflows during the time period
that includes the Lehman’s default shock and the increase in the deposit coverage limits.
Due to constraints in fund portfolio data, I estimate a three-year panel data set with
dependent and explanatory variables measured at the end of years 2007 to 2009.
I report the results in Table 4.7. In Column (1), I regress the share of fund’s TNA
invested in certificates of deposit of small banks on fund flows and time dummies for
the periods after the Lehman’s default (Crisist ) and after the extension of deposit
guarantee to term deposits (ExtGuaranteet ). I also include a vector of fund control
variables. In Column (1), we see a reduction in the average share of deposits of small
banks in December 2008 and an increase in December 2009. In Column (2), I repeat
the same exercise for the subsample of funds that invest in bank deposits. As expected,
I find an even large negative eﬀect of the crisis on the average share of fund’s assets
invested in deposits of small banks.
Considering that the dependent variable is censored at zero, I check the robustness
of my findings using for estimation a random eﬀects Tobit regression. Column (5) shows
the results for the sample of all funds. I also find that the coeﬃcient for Crisist is
negative and significant while the coeﬃcient for ExtGuaranteet is positive, consistent
with the prediction that funds reduced their average exposure to risky assets and
increased their exposure afterwards.
In Columns (3) and (4) I estimate the same regression, but changing the dependent variable to the share of fund’s TNA invested in certificates of deposit of large
banks. Since large banks were not aﬀected by the liquidity shock, the aim is to check
whether asset managers reallocated their investments to deposits in those banks during
the crisis. The coeﬃcients of Crisist and ExtGuaranteet are positive and negative,
respectively, and both are statistically significant. The signals of the coeﬃcients are
contrary to the ones observed when using the share of deposits of small banks as the
dependent variable. I find that funds increased the average share of deposits of large
banks during the crisis and then reduced their investments in deposits of those banks
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after the extension of deposit guarantees. In Column (6), the results of the estimation
of a random eﬀects Tobit regression for the sample of all funds confirm my previous results. In conclusion, the results of Table 4.7 confirm that funds increased their holding
of safe certificates of deposit of large banks during the crisis and move toward insured
deposits of small banks after the extension of the deposit guarantee.

4.6

Robustness checks

The consistency of the DiD estimator rests on the “parallel trend” assumption, which
means that in the absence of treatment, the average change in the dependent variable
would have been the same for both the treatment and control groups. This assumption
is not testable, but I present the results of tests to check the validity of my research
design.
Table 4.8 provides p-values for tests of the null hypothesis that mean pre-Lehman’s
default shock levels (Panel A) and trends (Panel B) are equal across funds not exposed
to small banks and funds exposed to those banks. Column (4) shows that the diﬀerences
between the mean flows and mean returns of funds in the two groups in June 2008 are
not statistically diﬀerent from zero. The only minor diﬀerence is in the mean fund age.
Funds exposed to small banks are older than funds that are not exposed. Moreover,
panel B of Table 4.8 indicates that trends over the December 2007 to June 2008 period
are similar between the two groups. The results show that there are no significant
diﬀerences in the levels of variables between funds exposed and not exposed to small
banks, and the treatment and control groups were on parallel trends in the pre-period.
In addition, the hypothesis of the research design is that funds holding a larger
fraction of assets originated by small banks were aﬀected more severely by the shock
because those banks were perceived as risky by investors. The eﬀect of fund’s portfolio
holdings on fund flows should be insignificant if I repeat the same experiment on
pre-crisis years. Therefore, I falsely assume that the onset of the crisis occurred in
December 2007.
As reported in Columns (1) to (4) of Table 4.9, the eﬀect of holdings of small bank
deposits and securities on fund flows – the β1 coeﬃcient that measures the average DiD
eﬀect – is statistically indistinguishable from zero for the samples of either all funds and
funds that invest in assets of banks. In Columns (5) to (8), the dependent variable is
fund’s excess return over benchmark. I also find that the coeﬃcients of the interaction
terms that give the average DiD eﬀect are not statistically significant. These results
confirm that the observed changes in fund flows and returns are more likely due to the
87
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Table 4.8: Pre-shock sample means
The table presents p-values for tests of the null hypothesis that mean pre-shock
levels in June 2008 (Panel A) and trends over the December 2007–June 2008
period (Panel B) are equal across funds not exposed to small banks (Column (1))
and funds exposed to those banks (Column (2)). Standard errors in parentheses.
Funds not exposed Funds exposed
to small banks
to small banks
(1)
(2)
A. Levels in Jun 2008
F low (% of TNA)
-.020
-.014
(.014)
(.010)
ReturnExcess (p.p.)
-.345
-.145
(.126)
(.059)
log F undSize
18.357
18.623
(.104)
(.315)
Age (years)
4.528
6.877
(.226)
(.376)
log N umInv
3.491
3.775
(.129)
(.208)
B. Changes Dec 2007–Jun 2008
F low (% of TNA)
.077
.182
(.065)
(.085)
ReturnExcess (p.p.)
-.400
-.032
(.432)
(.335)
log F undSize
.127
.236
(.068)
(.085)
log N umInv
.207
.246
(.080)
(.088)
Num. of funds
316
120

Diﬀ. of
means
(3)

p-value
of diﬀ.
(4)

-.006
(.023)
-.200
(.205)
-.266
(.256)
-2.348
(.434)
-.283
(.246)

0.774

-.105
(.113)
-.367
(.683)
-.108
(.117)
-.039
(.134)

0.331
0.301
0.000
0.250

0.355
0.590
0.356
0.768

risk aversion of investors following Lehman’s default than other possible explanations.

4.7

Conclusion

This work studies investors’ behavior and mutual fund portfolio allocations during the
financial crisis in Brazil. Following Lehman’s default, small banks that had relied on
institutional investors as funding providers were severely impacted by the increased
risk aversion of market participants. I find that outflows were especially pronounced
among funds for retail investors that invested in deposits and other assets of those
banks. The result indicates that interconnectedness through holdings of bank assets
played a role in the transmission of this negative liquidity shock to the mutual fund
sector. I further show that funds responded to outflows by reducing their exposures
to risky assets. However, when the deposit insurance fund extended the guarantee to
wholesale term deposits, funds increased their exposure to small banks.
Although I present evidence that investors ran on funds exposed to assets of small
banks and asset managers reallocated their portfolios away from risky banks, it is im88
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Table 4.9: Robustness: falsification test.
The table presents the results of the DiD estimates of the eﬀect of holdings of
small banks’ assets on the flow and the performance of funds falsely assuming
that the Lehman’s default occurred in December 2007. The dependent variables
are the net flow to fund i in month t (F lowit ) in Columns (1) to (4) and the
performance of the fund, measured by the return in excess of the benchmark
(ReturnExcessit ) in Columns (5) to (8). Crisist is an indicator variable equal
to 1 for January–May 2008 period and 0 for the July–December 2007 period.
RiskyAssetsi measures the fraction of fund TNAs invested in assets of small
banks before the crisis. DumRiskyAssetsi is an indicator variable equal to one
if the fund is exposed to small banks. Columns (1) and (2) and Columns (5)
and (6) show the results for the sample of all funds and Columns (3) and (4)
and Columns (7) and (8) show the results for the sample of funds exposed to
banks. Standard errors (in parentheses) are robust to heteroskedasticity and
serial correlation, clustered at the fund level. *, **, *** indicate significance at
the 10%, 5%, and 1% level, respectively.
Dep. variable

Crisist
Crisist ×
RiskyAssetsi

F lowit
All funds
Exposed to banks
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
-0.184∗∗∗ -0.181∗∗∗ -0.396∗∗∗ -0.392∗∗∗
(0.060)
(0.060)
(0.122)
(0.122)
0.050
(0.039)

Crisist ×
DumRiskyAssetsi
Constant
Fund Controls
Fund Fixed Eﬀ.
Observations
R2

-0.048
(0.125)
0.006
(0.011)

ReturnExcessit
All funds
Exposed to banks
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
0.478
0.493
0.844
0.833
(0.808) (0.800) (0.790) (0.786)
0.389
(0.398)

0.001
(0.014)

-0.099
(0.156)
0.050
(0.061)

-0.022
(0.031)

-2.734∗∗
(1.379)

-2.655∗
(1.370)

-8.621∗∗∗
(3.184)

-8.553∗∗∗
(3.236)

-1.478
(7.938)

-1.043
(7.924)

1.068
(9.908)

0.416
(10.105)

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y
800
0.129

Y
800
0.127

Y
377
0.170

Y
377
0.170

Y
800
0.022

Y
800
0.021

Y
377
0.134

Y
377
0.135

portant to note that the run did not threaten the stability of the banking system.
Diﬀerently from the U.S., where the government had to intervene in the money market funds to stop the run by providing unlimited guarantee to all fund investors, the
level of financial intermediation through asset management firms in Brazil is still low
since most of mutual funds invest in government bonds that were not aﬀected by the
crisis. However, in a prolonged period of low interest rates as experienced by advanced economies, asset managers may be encouraged to take more risks to increase
their revenues given the sensitivity of fund flows to past performance. As a result,
fund managers could reduce market discipline on financial institutions and make the
banking system less stable.
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Summary
The financial crisis of 2007-09 was an extreme event which led to a profound reform of
the regulatory framework for financial institutions that aims to reduce the probability
of a new crisis. This thesis is composed of three chapters that investigate some vulnerabilities of financial markets that became apparent during the global financial crisis
such as the interconnectedness of financial institutions, the eﬀect of credit supply on
house prices, and the run on nonbank financial intermediaries.
In Chapter 2, “Dynamic interbank network analysis using latent space models”, a
dynamic latent space approach is used to model directed networks of monthly interbank exposures. In this model, each node has an unobserved temporal trajectory in
a low-dimensional Euclidean space. Model parameters and latent banks’ positions are
estimated within a Bayesian framework. We apply this methodology to analyze two
diﬀerent datasets: the unsecured and the secured (repo) interbank lending networks of
Brazilian banks. We show that the model that incorporates a latent space performs
much better than the model in which the probability of a tie depends only on observed
characteristics. The latent space model is able to capture some features of the dyadic
data, such as transitivity, which the model without a latent space is not able to.
In Chapter 3, “The eﬀect of bank credit supply on house prices: Evidence from
Brazil”, we exploit the regulatory framework that governs housing lending in Brazil
to estimate the eﬀect of credit supply on house prices and loan terms. To establish
the direction of causality, changes in savings deposits of parent banks are used as an
instrumental variable for changes in credit supply at the municipality level. First, we
show that growth in savings deposits positively aﬀects lending in municipalities where
banks have branches. We find that an increase in local credit supply is associated
with a rise in the growth rate of house prices and leads to a decrease in the spread of
contractual loan rates. Furthermore, we show that the increase in credit supply resulted
in an increase in banks’ minimum provisions for loan losses due to an expansion of
lending to less creditworthy borrowers.
In Chapter 4, “Investors’ behavior and mutual fund portfolio allocations during
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the financial crisis in Brazil”, I examine the flow and performance of mutual funds
in Brazil and their portfolio allocations during the financial crisis. First, consistent
with the empirical literature, I show the sensitivity of fund flows to past performance
and the negative impact of large outflows on fund returns, using a large dataset of
mutual funds with diﬀerent investment strategies. Subsequently, I show that mutual
funds exposed to deposits and securities issued by small banks suﬀered significant
outflows, due to concerns about the solvency of those banks after the Lehman’s default
in 2008. Returns of funds exposed to small banks were also negatively aﬀected. Funds
adjusted their portfolios by reducing the exposure to deposits of small banks, but
when term deposit coverage limits were raised, funds increased risk taking. Our results
illustrate the potential risks presented by asset management firms to the extent that
interconnections with other financial institutions can induce the transmission of shocks
across markets.
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Samenvatting (Summary in Dutch)
De financiële crisis van 2007-09 was een extreme gebeurtenis die heeft geleid tot een
grondige hervorming van de regelgeving voor financiële instellingen, met als doel om
de kans op een nieuwe crisis te verkleinen. Dit proefschrift bestaat uit drie hoofdstukken die enkele kwetsbaarheden onderzoeken die zichtbaar werden tijdens de globale
financiële crisis, zoals de nauwe samenhang tussen financiële instellingen, het eﬀect van
kredietverlening op huizenprijzen, en de run op niet-bancaire financiële intermediairs.
In Hoofdstuk 2, “Dynamic interbank network analysis using latent space models”, wordt gebruik gemaakt van een dynamische latente-ruimtebenadering om gerichte
netwerken van maandelijkse onderlinge verplichtingen van banken te modelleren. In
dit model volgt elke bank een niet-waargenomen (latent) tijdsafhankelijk pad in een
laag-dimensionale Euclidische ruimte. De modelparameters en de latente posities van
de banken worden gezamenlijk geschat door middel van een Bayesiaanse benadering.
We passen deze methodologie toe op twee verschillende datasets: het netwerk van
ongedekte en gedekte (repo) interbancaire leningen tussen Braziliaanse banken. We
tonen aan dat een model met een latente ruimte beter presteert dan een model waarin
de kans op een relatie tussen banken enkel afhangt van de waargenomen karakteristieken van de betreﬀende banken. Het model met de latente ruimte is in staat om enkele
eigenschappen van de waargenomen netwerken zoals de transitiviteit goed op te pikken,
terwijl het model zonder de latente ruimte daartoe niet in staat is.
In Hoofdstuk 3, “The eﬀect of bank credit supply on house prices: Evidence from
Brazil”, gebruiken we de regelgeving rond leningen voor huizen in Brazilië om het
eﬀect te schatten van kredietverlening op huizenprijzen en leningsvoorwaarden. Om de
richting van de causaliteit te bepalen, worden veranderingen in de spaartegoeden van
hoofdbanken gebruikt als een instrumentele variabele voor veranderingen in de kredietverlening op gemeentelijk niveau. We laten eerst zien dat een groei in de spaartegoeden
een positief eﬀect heeft op kredietverlening in die gemeenten waar banken vestigingen
hebben. We zien dat een toename in de lokale kredietverlening geassocieerd wordt
met een toename in de groeivoet van huizenprijzen en tot een afname leidt van de
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renteopslag op contractuele leningen. Verder vinden we dat een toename in de kredietverlening resulteerde in een toename van de minimale provisies die banken aanhielden
voor mogelijke verliezen ten gevolge van het uitbreiden van leningen aan minder kredietwaardige leners.
In Hoofdstuk 4, “Investors’ behavior and mutual fund portfolio allocations during
the financial crisis in Brazil”, onderzoek ik de geldstromen en prestaties van beleggingsfondsen in Brazilië en de samenstelling van hun portefeuilles gedurende de financiële
crisis. In overeenstemming met de empirische literatuur laat ik eerst zien dat de gevoeligheid van geldstromen van fondsen gevoelig zijn voor prestaties in het verleden en
dat een grote uitstroom een negatief eﬀect heeft op de rendementen van de fondsen.
Hierbij maak ik gebruik van een grote dataset van beleggingsfondsen met verschillende
investeringsstrategieën. Vervolgens laat ik zien dat beleggingsfonden die blootgesteld
waren aan deposito’s en eﬀecten uitgegeven door kleinere banken een significante uitstroom hadden ten gevolge van de zorgen over de solvabiliteit van die banken na de
val van Lehman Brothers in 2008. De rendementen van fondsen die blootstonden aan
kleine banken werden ook negatief beı̈nvloed. Fondsen pasten hun portefeuilles aan
door de blootstelling aan deposito’s van kleine banken te reduceren, maar toen de garantielimieten voor termijndeposito’s werden verhoogd, namen de fondsen weer meer
risico. Onze resultaten illusteren de potentiële risico’s die gepaard gaan met vermogensbeheer in de zin dat nauwe verbanden met andere financiële instellingen transmissie
van schokken tussen markten kunnen bevorderen.
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